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SOUND AND WIRELESS
IV ERY few of those who obtain enter- causing them to become varied. Instead
tainment each evening by the aid of of one wavelength there are now several.
headphones or a loud -speaker have any
realisation of the difficulty of the duties Fundamentals and Harmonics
Just the same thing occurs in whatever
which they are called upon to perform.
With the text -book diagrams of modu- is made to vibrate to produce musical
lated carrier waves in our minds we
9.
usually picture a sound wave as a nice,
neat undulation of perfect regularity to
whose shape the crests and troughs of
ether oscillations are moulded by the
'I
transmitting set.

Actually a clear-cut

regular curve would represent the pure
sound of a single note only-and there is
no musical instrument that is capable of

or"

A

Fig. 1.-Diagrams of Vibrating Strings.

air, obey in nearly all respects the laws
which govern those that pas through the sounds. In Fig. i, A shows how a string
ether. The loudness of a sound is deter- would vibrate in such a way as to give out
mined by the amplitude of the wave, the its own pure note or fundamental. At B we
Pitch by the frequency. Sound waves have

a third quality which we call tone or
timbre.

If the note corresponding to the middle
C of a piano is played in turn by a violin,

a flute, a harp, a banjo and a cornet we
shall find that the pitch is in every case
the same, and the loudness can be made
the same if each player regulates the
strength of his bowing, his touch, or his
wind. But the tone will be quite different

in each case, and

it depends upon the
combinations of harmonics or overtones
that go to make up

the sound
note.

of

should have pure

notes.

the first part of the rise -of the wave of the

dominant note (A) the wave of the harmonic (B) rises also. The resulting wave
(C) will therefore rise steeply at first, since
the two forces are acting with one another.
Just before the dominant wave reaches its

crest that of the harmonic starts to fall.

The rise of the resulting wave is checked
and it begins to drop sharply. Its fall,
however, is arrested by a rise in the harmonic wave, and a kind of hump is
Succeeding cycles are influenced
in the same way.
The two pure waves A and B thus combine to produce the complex wave C. In

the violin at least three waves combine;
there are more in the note ,of a .piano, and
in the voice of a good bass singer as many
as sixteen harmonics have been detected

to one note. If the combination of the
see that the wave has been reflected from two curves A and 11 gives such a broken
the upper fixed end of the string, causing contour as that of C, you may imagine
besides the fundamental two vibrations of what a curve which is a composite of
shorter wavelength and higher frequency seventeen would be like !
to occur. The note given out will thus be
When a chord of three notes is struck
a combination of three : the dominant, on the .piano you have a resulting wave
which will be by far the loudest, and two which is the product of three others, each
different notes of higher pitch. We shall of which is a compound of many. Add a
not be conscious on hearing the note that violin to the piano and matters become
it is threefold, but the presence of the far more complicated.
higher notes will give it a characteristic
tone. The harmonics of the violin are The Duty of a Diaphragm
quite different from those of the piano;
When 'a full orchestra is playing the
diaphragm of the
microphone a n d
that of the loud-

its

If a string, a
reed or a tube could
vibrate truly we
Actually

they cannot. You
can see what hap-

Fig. 3 shows the very

simple case of a note having only one
harmonic. It will be seen that during

formed.

*

.

producing a perfectly pufe note !
Qualities of Sound Waves 4
Sound waves, which travel through the

of jagged curves.

/11
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Fig. 2.-Composition of the Same Note Produced by Different Instruments.

pens quite easily by

making an experi-

Move your hand hence the same note played on both
sharply so that a wave is set up on the will have two distinct timbres. Fig. 2

ment in your bath.

It travels rapidly down the bath shows the actual composition of the middle
until it reaches the end. There it strikes C as played on piano, violin and flute.
against the metal or porcelain and is The size of the notes represents their
reflected back in the direction whence it respective loudness.
We see, then, that our conception of the
came. The 'reflected waves interfere with
those that are on their way towards the neat single curve must go.. Instead, the
surface.

end of the bath, breaking them up and curve of even the simplest sound is a series

speaker are called
upon to deal not
with one wave, but

with thousands of
complicated forms
at one and the
same time.
And here another
difficulty creeps in.

The diaphragm of the loud -speaker being

capable of vibration has its own natural
frequency to which it will respond more
readily than to any other. Hence if the
instrument is not very carefully designed
it will give undue emphasis to certain
notes with very unpleasant results.

Again, unless the transmission of an

orchestral piece or a chorus is very care-,

Ontate.ur
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ends of the perpendiculars; this will be a
phones and the careful placing of players true sine curve. We may describe each
or singers, mere noise instead of musical half of it as a semicircle so altered that
the horizontal distances truly represent dissounds will result.
What is the difference between music tances travelled round the circumference.
Sound waves, like those of light, heat
and noise ? All sound is conveyed by sine
' waves which may be combined to form and wireless, all take the sine wave form
composite waves. A glance at Fig. 3 will whatever may be their size or their freshow that though the contours of the quency. Even the most complex sound
fully conducted by means of special micro-

Again "Assists"
the Query Staff

be resolved into a
separate sine waves.

may

waves

Bosphor Pronz

number of

Thus given the wave C in Fig. 2, On earths
ke could analyse it into the two
sine waves A and B.

A DommtAyn

The loud -speaker's task, then, is
no light one. The miracle of tele-

NtSTE

C Rcsucririo

Fig. 3.- Composi.ion of the Compound Wave.
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resulting wave are jagged, the same humps

reaches

the

telephones

or

the

loud-

and hollows occur in succeeding cycles. speaker is used in producing these tiny
The wave is thus regular and will produce movements. The rest is wasted, chiefly in
a 'musical note. Noise is the result of heating the windings of the magnets.
confused waves so broken up that there
J. H. R.
are no regular cycles.
Sine Waves
SUBTERRANEAN
The term sine wave is one so often used
WIRELESS
in wireless that it may be as well to see
THE
recent
mining disaster in Scotland
exactly what it means. If we look at the
has revived the suggestion of utilising
dial of a watch (Fig. 4) we shall see that
when the long hand moves from twelve wireless as a means of underground como'clock to one it sweeps through the same munication, particularly in connection
distance as when it travels from one with life-saving schemes. Experiment has
o'clock to two, or from two o'clock to already shown that wireless waves will
three. But if we rule vertical lines from penetrate through at least too ft. of solid
twelve, one and two down to the diameter earth, and it is probable that this distance
A B we shall find that the horizontal dis- could be considerably extended. For intances DE, EF and FB are very different stance, signals have been received after
passing through over too ft. of sea water,
from one another.
Let us produce the diameter as shown where the rate of attenuation should be
to c and mark off along it twelve equal much higher than through the solid earth
spaces instead of the unequal spaces D E, on account of the higher conductivity of
EF and so on. The hand moves from three the salt water. The greater the electric
o'clock to four; we drop a perpendicular conductivity of a medium, the more
from the first division of 13 C to the level "opaque" it is to ether waves, and vice
of four o'clock on the dial. Others follow versa. This fact has also been utilised in
until

As deep as you can so that the high frequency resistance will be as low as
7. I have no water -pipe handy, and I
do not want to disturb my grass lawn by
digging it up. What should I do for an

Fig. 4.-Explanation of Sine Wave.

longer

6. How deep must I bury my earth ?
possible.

47

growing

A fairly thick wire painted at the end

to resemble an earthworm makes an artisphony is that one thin disc can tic and natural earth.
respond so accurately to the tens of
2. In the absence of a water -pipe, what
thousands of tiny impulses that do you advise me to do ?
reach it practically simultaneously.
Complain to the local water -supply
Yet the greatest movement that the people.
(diaphragm makes is not more than
3. How long should an earth lead be ?
one two -thousandth of an inch, or
Usually an earth lead is of sufficient
about half the thickness of the finest
cigarette paper. and not more than length to reach from the receiving set to
One -thousandth of the energy that the earth plate. If it falls short of this
length it will not be efficient.
4. What is a counterpoise ?
A capacity earth.
5. What is a capacity earth ?

B Raamoritc

10

WHAT kind of wire shall I use for
my earth lead ?

t.

six

o'clock is

connection

with

methods

recently em-

reached, then they become shorter and ployed for locating subterranean ores and
shorter until at nine o'clock no line is mineral deposits by means of wireless
drawn. Thence they rise until twelve "search" rays.
o'clock, and fall again till the starting
point, three o'clock, is reached once more.
We can now draw a curve -touching the

The American term BCL means broadcast listener..

earth ?

Obtain a large piece of wire netting and

spread it out on the grass. Get a small
boy to sit on each corner so as to keep
it flat. It is better to remove the netting
before running the lawn -mower over the
grass.

&Should an earth wire be insulated?
Not necessarily; but such a wire should
be covered with a liberal coating of Slippery Sam compound so as to make it as

difficult as possible for slugs and other

low -frequency climbers to climb up it.
9. What is the objection to a gas -pipe
for an earth ?
The objection lies in the undesirability

of having therms and ions chasing each
other along the same conductor. You
should consult a standard work on ther-

mionics if you desire further information
on this point.
to. Do I require a special kind of earth
with a frame ?
It all depends on what you want to

grow in the frame. If you want to grow
a solenoid of the cucumber type, you will

require a fair degree of amplification in
the shape of artificial fertiliser.

1. What is the best thing to do with a
poor earth ?
Bury.,it out of sight.

12. What happens if I use my earth for
an aerial ?
Nothing, generally.
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MAKING YOUR OWN FIXED CONDENSERS
ct,

THE fact that so many con-

a few hours by placing a weight
upon the cardboard, after which
bind the whole with two or three
turns of shellacked paper. The
completed condenser should then
appear as shown in Fig. 3.

densers are used in wireless

Circuits; especially multi -valve
sets, is sufficient to warrant the
amateur constructing his own,

especially when it is realised how
simple they are to make.
From the following it will also
be seen that they can be made to

The table shows the number

a desired capacity which can be
relied upon as being reasonably accurate.
The method of construction described
below

Photograph of Group of Condensers.

somewhat

different

H. J. T.

Construction

Working ors the fact that the capacity

that between two tinfoils having an "overlap"
ordinarily used.
or effective area of r sq. in, when interThe photograph illustrates a few of the spaced with mica .00z thick is .00s micro condensers made for the writer's sets, and farad, it is easy to determine the number
is

and sizes in inches of tinfoils and
micas for different capacities.

to

EBONITE AND

SULPHURIC ACID

MANY a dealer has found to his regret
that it does not pay to put a wireless,

it will be seen that they are uniform in of foils and their size for any capacity instrument with an ebonite panel in his
(Fig. i illustrates the meaning of overlap). window and allow it to be exposed to

size and in design, and present quite a neat
appearance. The capacity is denoted on

For instance, a condenser of .0003 micro -

nuts are fitted for farad requires two tinfoils having s in. by
attaching connections. Whilst admitting .3 in. overlap and one mica, or alterthat soldered connections are superior, the natively four tinfoils .5 in. by .3 in. and
each, and terminal

writer has

found

that condensers of three micas.

strong sunlight for a long time. No doubt

amateurs also have found that if they do
not lacquer the terminals and brass work
on their instruments they go black in
course of time. This occurs more rapidly

After deciding upon the overlap, cut_ the with matt -finished panels than with
different values have to be tried before
the best results are obtained, and this mica sheet % in. larger in width and polish,ed ones. The reason for this is
necessitates an easy method of changing length, thus .allowing I in. from the edge quite simple. Ebonite contains a large
Terminals, therefore, will
save a lot of time.

proportion of sulphur, which can easily be
detected by its smell when a piece is sawn
or filed, and the action of strong sunlight

connections.

Capacity Values
The most usual values are .0003 'micro farad for grid condenser, .002 to .004
microfarad for telephones, .005 to .01
microfarad for reservoir condenser of H.T.
battery, and .002 microfarad as a stabilising condenser for the primary of the L.F.
transformer. These values may be varied
to suit individual requirements.

EDGE OF MICA

Numbers and size of tinfoils

Capacity

Miclofarads

2 tinfoils and i mica

4 tinfoils and 3 micas

0001
0003

IX

'I

,3 x

.5

>c

*3

'5 X

'3

'0005

I
I

x

*5

0007
.00t
'002

003

'004
'005
'ooh
'007
'oo8
"009
.01
402

I

X

xxx
IX2

I x .25
I x '35
Ix 3
IXI

7

x3
xX4
1'5 X 3'3

1 x 1 .3

I

1x2

1'5 x 1' 6

1.5 x 4

1.5 X 2
-1'5 X 2 3

1'5 X 4'6
2X4
2 X 4.5

together with moisture in the air causes

this sulphur to turn into sulphuric acid.
This not only spoils the brass work, but
it also has a bad effect upon the insulating
qualities of the top surface of the panel.
For this reason all ebonite work should be
stored in dark places.
In electrical
laboratories where there is expensive and
delicate apparatus the blinds are always
kept half drawn.
J. F. S.

2X2
2 X 2'2
2 X 2'5
3 x 3.3

2x5
3 x 6.6

of the tinfoil to the edge of the mica.
This refers to all capacities, and is to
ensure that no leakage occurs round the
edges.
OVER LAP

Fig. 1.-Explanbtion of Overlap.

When the parts are prepared, after coating lightly with shellac, lay the first tinfoil on the ebonite block E (Fig. 2), which
in. thick and
is 3% in. by r% in. by
is provided with two 4 B.A. studs. Next
coat the mica sheet with 'shellac also and
proceed similarly with the remaining
%,t.

layers.

In Fig. 2 E is the ebonite base, s studs,
M mica and T the tinfoils.

Fig 3.-Elevation and Plan of
Finished Condenser.

A piece of cardboard c cut to the same
size as the mica forms a substantial protector for the layers.
Finishing
To complete the condenser, press it for

Fig. 2.-Constructional Details of
Condenser.
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MY PET WIRELESS GRIEVANCE.
for

A Husband !
MY

pet wireless
husband !

grievahce

is-my

We have a valve set which my husband
made himself, and never feels entirely
satisfied with-like most creators.
Sometimes we sit a whole evening

around.

This is

my only

taking heed of the above hints.-L. H.
THOMPSON (Manchester).

WHY is it that experimenters and con-

evenings

Alas, there are others ! Evenings when
too little high- or too much low-tension,
imagined rough reception, etc. etc., cause

variable

the wee bairn asleep, work done. Blissful

constant upheaval
opposite mine.

from

the

provement.
Those occasions, too, when Brown comes

across, and I listen unintelligently to the
stream of technical conversation. I only

understood once. That was when they
took the entire apparatus over to Brown's
to try the effect on his aerial. I only

remember the effect on my temper.
But what have come nearest to causing
serious domestic disturbances have been
some of the week -ends. The aerial altered

on Saturday, only to go back to its old
place on Sunday; the trial of different
guaranteed

to

get

for

instance, one

armchair

Then there are those periodical experiments which cut out whole "chunks " of
the programme, while I wait hopefully,
but not too surely, for the pending im-

valves

Every dealer in wireless gear appears to
have a standard ( ?) of his own. In
condensers,

"maximum

results on minimum current " ; the new
circuits with their aftermath of solder,
wire and-disappointment.
Ah, well ! I try not to be unsympathetic or ungrateful, but some day I will

build my own set, with a circuit beyond

THIS IS OUR
DISCUSSION PAGE
given an opportunity of
READERS
are here
contributing
their opinions on topics of
the day. Mrs. Ivy Chapman, Ivy Villa,
Station Road, Pendlebury, is the writer of

the letter placed first on this page, and we shall
send her one guinea in due course. The writers

of the other letters printed will each receive
7s. 6d.

In continuation of the idea we invite any reader

to send us by first post

Next Wednesday, March 5
a bright, non -technical, interesting letter of not
more than 25o words (written on one side of the
paper) on the subject mentioned below.
We shall publish as soon as possible about five
or six of the letters and for the one placed first
shall pay one guinea, whilst for any other letter
published on the page we shall pay 75. 6d.

Envelopes should be addressed : Discussion
Page, Editor, "Amateur Wireless," La Belle
Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

"Discussion Page" letters not printed will be
destroyed. No correspondence on the subject

At present I am infected with " stationitis." That is to say, my chiefpastime is to
compile a list of stations received by my
set. The list is getting quite a long one
now, and includes, of course, amateur,
commercial and broadcasting stations.
Sunday

mornings and

The next subject is

bury).

" Why I Welcome High -power
Broadcasting "

hunting times. But with my "pet"
pastime comes my pet grievance, and it is

this : A great many amateur transmitters

to give their call sign either when
they come on or when they close down
fail

or change -over.

A few nights ago I faintly heard a
station which had every indication of
being a long distance away (and this

meets with -several different sizes of plates
and washers. I fail to see the reason for

Between songs; for instance, the announcer

the junk box, a part found, and then when

this variation, as it is a source of much
annoyance to find that in building up a
programme sometimes, and I would like piece of apparatus, say a screw or some
to suggest a way of using these waits. small part is minus, and a search is made in

about half an hour wasted in a night's

is

where the excitement comes in), for -I was
hoping it would prove to be a longdistance "record." So I stuck it for half
an hour, waiting for the call sign. But
all we got was : "Well, Fred ( ? ), I think
this has been my best transmission so far,

and if you are getting me O.K. perhaps
you will let me know in the morning. I
am closing down now."
This is very exasperating, to say the
least, and I

think that amateur trans-

mitters might pay a little more attention
to this small but important matter for the
benefit of their large (hut unseen)
audience.-A. S. HANDS (Moseley).

Selfishness

:

MY pet wireless grievance is intervals;
that is, those intervals which can. be
eliminated, and by so doing improve
the programme. I think there must be

the evenings

before the B.B.C. start are my happy

can be entered into.

reproach.-(MRS.) IVY CHAPMAN (Pendle-

Intervals

Call Signs
AM one of those who, starting with a
7s. 6d. crystal set, have become so engrossed in " wireless " that by degrees I
I

have reached the three -valve stage.

Standards
structors should have so much difficulty
in obtaining standard -size parts necessary
in the construction of wireless apparatus.

"listening "-the fire burning cheerfully,
I

miles

grievance, and it could be removed by

I THINK that the chief wireless grievance

of the true amateur is the utter selfishness of the average broadcast listener.
You are constantly hearing such expressions as : "I think that all Morse stations
should

close

down

during

broadcast

hours." "No amateur transmission should
be indulged in during the same period."

"All stations using spark or arc should
be converted to valve," etc.

Do broadcast listeners realise that of all
the users of the ether they are of the least

could give a few words on the composer it comes to fitting them together one is importance ?
Do they realise that a lot of the jamor singer of the song. On .a humorous either too large or too small. Naturally
night jokes could be split (preferably new this usually happens when shops are closed ming that they experience is through the
ones), thus keeping up the spirit of or when it is not convenient to go racing badly -designed apparatus that they use ?
Do they know that amateur transjoviality. If these suggestions could be about for parts to suit. How many times
carried out it would keep the listeners -in do you happen to get a piece of 2 B.A. mitters have a perfect right to use the iSointerested during the whole time the pro- rod to fit a few nuts, same size, that you metre wavelength during broadcast hours ?
Do they realise that valve transmission
gramme was on, and would also help might have handy ? Not very often, unless
experimenters considerably.
a die or tap is available to remedy matters. would be unsuitable for a lot of the work
Another use the intervals could be put In the latter case, which is common, it is done by ships, etc.
Do they ever think of the enormous
to would be to have a tuning note sent a case of inaccuracy in the manufacture,
out, so that listeners -in who have only and I think that it -is time some of the inconvenience caused to hundreds of
just connected up could tune their sets makers of these parts learned to use the amateurs by broadcasting, and that the
without annoying their fellow listeners -in micrometer. ---W. RUSSEI,T, (Smethwick).
(Concluded on page 274)
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TRANSMISSION
THE
MICROPHONE
IN order to transmit speech and music it
is necessary in the first place to "modulate" the continuous wave generated by
the valve transmitter. By the term modulate we mean that the audible -frequency
speech vibrations are superposed on the
steady wave emitted from the aerial, thus
causing the amplitude of the carrier wave,
as it is termed, to be varied according to
,the particular sound being transmitted.

points of which are fixed. small tufts of
silk; these damp the vibrations of the
diaphragm and help to prevent "packing"
(or

sticking)

by

keeping

the

carbon

granules in place.

to the grid circuit as shown at x Y in the
diagram on page 365 of AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 71. The complete microphone

circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Here, as in
the first case, the resistance of the microphone will alter when spoken into, thus

Briefly the action of the microphone
transmitter is as follows : So long as the varying the steady potential applied to the
diaphragm remains stationary the current grid, which in its turn will vary the aerial
in the microphone circuit remains steady, current.
but as soon as the diaphragm vibrates the
contacts between it and the carbon Anode -voltage Modulation
Modulation
Finally we come to the modulation of
granules are varied, thus producing what
Now the modulation in a wireless tele- is termed the " phenomenon of loose con- anode voltage. This method employs two
phone transmitter is by no means as easy tact" and causing alterations in the valves, the oscillator and a modulator.
as might be imagined at first sight. First resistance of the microphone which vary Their plates are in parallel and are both
and foremost the carrier wave must be an the current flowing through it.
fed through an iron -cored inductance
absolutely pure sine wave, In order to
(known as a choke) placed between the
obtain this the high-tension feed to the Methods of Modulation
plates of the two valves and the positive
'valve, from whatever source it is produced,
We may now consider the various means of the high-tension supply. The micromust be quite free from ripples. Secondly, which are employed to modulate the phone, as before, is inductively coupled to
carrier wave, and these methods may be the grid of the modulating valve. When
speech is not taking place, the oscillating
classified as follows :
(I) Modulating the aerial resistance. valve is generating an unmodulated con(a) Modulating the grid voltage of the tinuous wave in the aerial, the modulating
oscillating
valve.
(3) Modulating the valve simply taking a certain steady
CONTAZT5
anode voltage of the oscillating valve.
The first method is very simple, and
MICROPHONE
consists simply of a continuous -wave valve
transmitter with the microphone connected
in the earth lead. When the microphone
is

shaken up and its internal resistance
varied in accordance with the sound
Fig. 1.-Section of Carbon -type Microphone.

.it should be remembered that the ordinary
spoken sentence, when shown graphically
as a sound wave,. is exceedingly complex,
and therefore the instrument used for
superposing these vibrations on the carrier
wave must be capable of reproducing this
complex wave as perfectly as possible. For

10/

spoken into its carbon granules are

waves; this varies the aerial resistance and
modulates the amplitude of the carrier
wave.

This method is only suitable for

very low powers, and in any case

the

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

Fig. 2.-Diagram of Microphone Circuit.

current.

When the microphone is spoken

microphone must be placed on the earth into, the grid potential and therefore the
side of a "stopping" condenser inserted in plate current of the modulator will be
the earth lead. The function of this con- varied at speech frequency.
Owing to the very large inductance ot,
denser is to prevent the high-tension
the choke coil these variations of current
voltage flowing through the microphone.
Owing to the comparatively high resist- cannot come from the high-tension supply
example, the sound "ah" consists of a
fundamental frequency of approximately ance of the microphone, the aerial resist- and therefore the plate voltage of the
valve will be varied in accordSoo cycles per second, varying to a fre- ance will be increased accordingly, thus modulating
reducing the radiated power. For this ance with the speech in the microphone;
quency of 18o cycles per second.
The only instrument which is at present reason if the microphone is inserted in the thus the amplitude of the carrier wave will
G. L. M.
capable of satisfactorily reproducing the aerial circuit it is best to couple it to the be suitably modulated-,
complex wave form of human speech and earth lead by means of a microphone transpws.r.naNnavvvy
music in a manner suitable for telephony former (very similar to the telephone
transformer used in a receiver) so that the
is the microphone.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS
microphone resistance is not actually in
the aerial circuit. When this is done the IN a set employing more than one stage
Types of Microphone
of low -frequency amplification there is
Various designs of microphone are in stopping condenser may be omitted.
The writer is of the ?pinion that for the very likely to be interaction between the
common use, most of which are based on
the original Post Office "solid back" type. amateur who is starting telephony trans- transformers. This can be prevented by
The naval pattern shown in the accom- mission the grid -voltage modulation earthing the iron cores, The transformers
panying diagram (Fig. r) is a very suit- method is probably easier than anode - must also be mounted as far as possible
able type for amateur use. From this it voltage modulation, and we shall there- from one another. Further precautions
will be seen that a carbon diaphragm is fore deal with the grid control first. In against howling can be taken by encasing
employed, this being divided into a this case the microphone is inductively the transformer or the whole L.F. ampliF. F. B.
number of pyramid -shaped pieces to the coupled through a microphone transformer fying unit in an iron case.
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A

Four -valve

Unit Set
The concluding
article of a series of
three on the building

of a selective receiver.
Photograph of Back of Tuner Unit.

Photograph of Back of L.F. Panel.

The actual plate voltages used by the
THE chief features of the low -frequency
panel are the facilities for the intro- found to be absolutely satisfactory both writer are as follows : 3o volts on first
duction of low -frequency reaction on to the for all the British stations and also the H.F., 45 volts on second H.F. or detector
valve, 75 volts on the L.F. valve with
aerial -circuit coil if desired (see Fig. 6), Continental stations.
It will be noticed that the voltage in
volts negative grid -bias (Fig. 7).
and the negative grid -bias battery, the
The photographs show the wiring of the
value of which depends on the kind of the plate of the first H.F. valve is contransformer used and will have to be found siderably lower than for the other stages. different units. The frame aerial, shown
by experiment. A high resistance may be The reason for this is that the signals on in the photograph on p. 189, is used for
ordinary loud -speaker work this set will be

L I:REACTION

L.F. REACTION

001

mg
211002

622[C_

T

O0 fd05

41 sc.)

-Z- 6 v,

LT.6 v.
0

Fig. 6.-Circuit Diagram of Low -frequency

Fig. 7.-General Circuit Diagram (switch connections
are omitted).

shunted across the secondary winding of the grid of the first valve arc comparathe L.F. transformer at a small sacrifice tively weak, hence the grid voltage is
of signal strength if desired.
small, and to get perfect amplification a
For demonstrations in large halls it is balance of oscillations on each side of the
advisable to use a power atiplifier, but for zero point of the valve must be obtained.

PROMISE OF
CHEAPER VALVES

ANEW process has been invented by

PENNY -IN -THE -SLOT
WIRELESS
THE coin -freed wireless receiver has

broadcast receptions. It consists of six
turns of rubber -covered flex, spaced
in.
apart, on a 7 -ft. square frame. It is tuned
by means of .00t microfarad variable condenser.

W. H. L.

BROADCASTING -IN
DENMARK
ENTHUSIASTIC amateurs in Denmark

are never tired of trying to pick up
the United States programme', although
their country lies in a somewhat more
unfavourable position to receive America
than other European countries.
However, now that it has become dark
stub of the valves. Instead of sealing each limited period and so completes the aerial
electrode support and leading -in wire circuit. The tuning is left to the patron's during the hours that America transmits,
conditions for hearing are much better
directly into the stub, they are first secured fancy.
to four short tubes, which are then
By a further extension of the same idea than during the light summer evenings,
mounted on a jig. The glass tube form- it is proposed to bring broadcast into every and some of the Danish amateurs have
ing the stub is next brought into position, home by way of the electric light wires. lately made it a practice to" listen -in"
and is heated until soft, when the end The whole electric supply system is fed for America about 3 or 4 o'clock in the
of the glass is pinched in so as to embed with modulated high -frequency energy morning. Several of these enthusiasts rethe lower ends of the tubes firmly in which does not interfere in any way with port getting different American stations,
position.
the ordinary current. In each house a particularly Schenectady (W G Y) on a
This operation can he carried out by meter is fitted which, when a coin is intro- 36o -metre wave, orchestra music, solos and
comparatively unskilled labour at an in- duced, allows a loud -speaker or phone set speeches being plainly heard.
Interest continues to increase, and it is
creased rate of output. It is to be hoped to be connected up.
A. M.
estimated that there are now approxithat this innovation will be followed by a
C. E. G.
M. A. L.
substantial drop in prices.
Ask "A.W " for List of Technical Books mately to,000 amateurs.
means of which thermionic valves can

already made its appearance in the

be manufactured by mass methods at a country which first put the gridr_in Prorelatively low cost. This is rendered fessor Fleming's valve and which now
possible by adopting an improved method specialises in "tickler hook-ups." A coin
of mounting the electrodes in the glass inserted in the slot closes .a switch for a
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WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience

Silvertown

Intervalve Transformers

Tested r,000 volts between windings and stoots

Ebonite Transformer Formers

volts between winding and frame.

Price Or.. each.

Made in other sizes.

Mounted Valve Sockets

Single, double and triple. Suitably engraved for
use with valves or for plug-in type high -frequency
et- and 1aI6 each.
transformers. Si/

at in. high s

3} in. widexzl in. deep overall. Weighs tlb. 3104

No. 2. Complete with metal legs, 1/e each.

Silvertown
"Featherweight''

Filament
Rheostats

Insulators

Weight l oz.
Length 5 ins.

Price 0/

With finished and lacquered brass bush for panel

Silvertown
''Everdry "

each.

Small in diameter. Small
area for surface leakage.

Insulators

Cup in centre keeps a

mounting. Resistance wire wound on insulating rod,
thereby giving perfectly smooth adjustment. Each
supplied with diagram giving drilling dimensions.
each.

Weight ni ozs.
Length 7 ins.

portion of the insulator
dry in wet weather.

Price Of-. each.
Ends are made of Duraltimin, to reduce weight.
Electrical efficiency is superior to that of a number

porcelain insulators in series.
The capacity
effect of Silvertown Insulators is very small.
of

Complete
with
Switch

resting
Buzzers

Mounted on ebonite
base with terminals and shunt or mounted with terminals,
shunt and switch. Supplied unmounted, aie,

These are the best and most effective
Insulators ever devised.

Fixed Mica Condensers -

Built up with copper foil and best ruby mica di-

electric. High insulation and capacity adjusted
to within 5%. Stocked in capacities from 0.0007
to o.or mfd. Of.. to al 6 each.

7/- and 8/- each.

Silvertown Ebonite Sheet, Rod and Tube
Makers : The Silvertown Company, 106, Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.

Works : Silvertown, London, E.16, and Burtonon-Trent

BRANCHES:
BELFAST : 75, Ann Street.
BIRMINGHAM : 15, Martineau Street.
BRISTOL : 4, Victoria Street.
CARDIFF : Pier Head Chambers, Bute Docks.
DUBLIN : 15, St. Andrew Street.
GLASGOW : 2, Royal Exchange Square.
LEEDS : 1, New York Road.

LIVERPOOL : 54, Castle Street.
LONDON : 100 & 102, Cannon Street.
MANCHESTER : 16, John Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE : 59, Westgate Road.

PORTSMOUTH : 49, High Street.
SHEFFIELD : 88/90 Queen Street.

emateur
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SPECIALITIES

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
THE " MICROSTAT " FILAMENT RESISTANCE
(Patent applied per)

The vast popularity of the

(Sole World Concessionaires : Wates Bros., Ltd.)

OUR LATEST ACCESSORY

Microstat is apparently causing
uneasiness to a competitor.
Its sound principle and splendid performance have inevitably

To connect up your extra telephones has always
With the Dominoe Connector it is
simple and rapid.
Connections include series, parallel, or series parallel up to four pairs of phones.
Many other uses will be apparent.
been difficult.

created a great demand-for it
is now realised as the ideal form
of filament control for all types
of valves.

The spring contact firmly grips
the kwikpin, yet
any combination
is secured in a
moment.

The fact that valuable space

has been devoted to

THE " IDOMINOE CONNECTOR"

its con-

demnation shows how it is feared

on the market.
All suggestion of packing is entirely unfounded, and next

3/6

week we shall give a full descrip-

tion of its construction, which
should be interesting to all.

3d. each for

kwikpins

TRADE ENQUIRIES

INVITED

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS OF OUR OTHER VALUE -FOR -MONEY SPECIALITIES

WATES BROS., LTD.

12,
13,14 Gt. Queen St., Kingsway,
W.C.2
Phone: Gerard 575576.
'Grams: Zywateseng Wes/cent
Southern Depot (Wholesale): 101 Old Christchurch Rd., Bournemouth. 'Phone Bournemouth 3573

South Western Depot: Central Mill, Raleigh Street, Plymouth

The RADIOSTAT

VARIABLE

Filament Resistance for all Valves

Constantly variable. Silent in operation. Constant in any
temperature. Dust and damp.proot. Each tested and
guarant. ed. Nea and well made.

(D.E. included)

One -hole fixing, micrometer adjustment

Patent

Price 219

eo0o98.

SEND P.C. FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER

No

Emareof imitations,see thenameWatmelon everyGrid leak

2/6

TAKE OUR ADVICE
With D.E. 3 valves and similar types use 2 cells in series.
With Wccovalves, Wuncell and similar valves use 2 cells

in parallel.

If long hours of use are required, have a duplicate battery
and change over every hour.

WATMEL WIRELESS

.5 to 5 megohms
50,000 to s00,000 ohms 3/6 Connaught House, la, Edgware Rd., Marble Arch, W.2
Telephone:

4575

Paddington.

THE

"BROWNIE WIRELESS"
THE MOST EFFICIENT

OF CRY TAL Re CE1 VERIM

USE RADIAX SUPER -CELLS
Price 213 each

THE new improved "Brownie Wireless" with its solid moulded ebonite cap and
highest grade nickelfittings, coupled with its tested merits endorsed by nearly
twenty thousand users, makes it
the most attractive crsstal set on
the market irrespective M price

Postage on 2, 9d.; 4, 1/-; 6, Va.

Now supplied erected and

AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

with B.B.C. stamp. Requires
::
::
10 - licence only

Send Stamp for Lists

RADIAX LTD.

Endo, sed by Editors of "Popular
Wireless," "Amateur Wireless,"
" Electricity," 6"c.

20, RADIO HOUSE, PERCY STREET,
TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.1
3 minutes from Tottenham Court Rd., or Gooige St. Tube Stitions. (Museum 490)
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L

ALWAYS IN STOCK
Ltssen, Igranic, Sterling, B. r.H.,
G.E.C., Amplion, etc..
Components,

All Brass, &c., Parts,
Ebonite cut to size,

Trade Enquiries Invited
AT

/6

Plus B.B.C.
Royalty, 1/ -

By post
6d. extra

THE J.W.B. WIRELESS CO.,

19, CARRICK ST., W.C.2.

SHOVE, PORTER Co.
- WIRELESS ENGINEERS. -

56, MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W,1.

MIIIIMINI10111111121111111111111111111111111111MINO,

SPECIAL ATTENTION
COUNTRY ORDERS

TRADE SUPPLIED
OPEN 9 a.m. to 8 p m. Sate., 1 p.m.
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Note the leather covering
Ir.; T6SWZIWPWSZSMSIZZ

Best
and
most

comfortable
B.T.H. Headphones have achieved a
remarkable reputation for their wonderful sensitiveness and tonal quality.
They perfectly reproduce speech and
music and give maximum amplitude
of sound. In many cases the substi-

tution of B.T.H. Headphones for

The latest type of B.T.H. Headphones, as illustrated,
is-inuch lighter and more comfortable than the original
pattern. The headband is of plated wire covered with
leather and is constructed so as not to disarrange the
hair, while the earpieces can be instantly adjusted to
the head without any manipulation of nuts or screws.

other makes has enabled listeners to
hear distinctly broadcast programmes
which had previously been inaudible.
Buy B.T.H. Headphones for better hearing

B.T.H. Headphones (4,000 ohms.)-Reduced Price

25/-

per set

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd
Wholesale only

Works : Coventry

London Office : Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2

branches al: Belfast, Birmingham, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Middlesborough, Manchester, Newcastle, Swansea, Sheffield.
Sole Agents for the :rusk and Gramophone Trade:

1965

THE MURDOCH TRADING CO 59 & 61 CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, ELI.

emateur
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!---

POST FREE
IN THIS COLUMN
Ebonite Dial, 0.180

Ebonite Valve Holders
Hand Polished Ditto
Ebonite Coil Plugs

Sterling
1/3
1/8
1/3
1/6

Ditto, with Knob

1/3 & 1/6

Ditto on Stand

119

1/9
Basket Coil Holders and Plug
5/6
Do., 2 way on stand
2 way for Igranic Coils ... 4/6 & 5/0

3 way for Igranic Coils ... 5/6 & 6/6
6/6
EXTRA quality do., 2 way
Do., 3 way

7/11

Set of 12 Titles (Bor. W)
Fil Dial (Bor. W), 0.300 (circle)
Ebonite Ends and Bushes

6d.
9d.
119

3/.

Bretwood

TERMINALS WITH NUTS

Doz.

Telephone

1/6

Pillar, Army or " W.O."
Medium No. 1, or Pillar

1 /9

1/6

L.F. Transformer T.1 Lissen
L.F. Transformer T.2
L.F. Transformer T.3
Var. Grid Leak, Lissen
Var. Anode Resistance, Lissen
Lissenstat Minor, Lissen

30/.
25/16/8
2/9
2/9
3/9

7/6

Lissenstat, Lissen

RAYMOND FIXED CONDENSERS.
1/.

to .0005

.004

1/3

.006

.002 & .003

1/.

.001

1/6
10d.

Dibilier up to .006

3/.

Dubilier .0002 to .0005
Edison Bell, .002 to .008
Other sizes, E.B.

2/6

25/.

Fellows (6 Oz.) B.B.O.

18/6

B.T.H., B.B.C.

25/.
17/6

Brunet, latest

12/6

Sidpe

Brunet, 8,000 ohms

19/11

N. and K.

Genuine

12/9

A few 6,050 ohms

Post Is. per pair.

World

Famous

tinental,

Headphones,
E.V.

E R I CSSO N

14/11

Con.

type,

4,000 ohms.

2/ -

all

Raymond, .0003
Dubilier

Edison Bell

LOUD SPEAKERS.
Amplion Junior
Amplion A.R. 43
Amplion A.R. 16
Sterling (Baby)

Watmel Grid Leak

421-

63/.
105/ -

55/.

1/6

Doz.

yds
Igranic New Concert Coils (4)

per
110 to 1,050 metres,
100,000 ohm Resistance

set

1/6, 2/-, 2/6

Glass Enclosed

Ditto, 2 crystals (Perikon) 1/11 & 2/8
2/-, 2/4, 2/6
Nickel Enclosed
2/11
EXTRA Special Ditto

All with cats whisker, except Perikon, which includes two crystals.
Post 9d. each extra.

Peerless (circular type), 6 ohms,
4/6
Brass Dial
4/9
15 ohms, for Weco
5/.
30 ohms, for .06, etc.
AJAX (circular type), 25.5, 30.5
6/6
Potentiometer (464 ohms)
2/.
Raymond Fil. Res. (best)
2/.
Res. with Dial
1/6, 2/., 2/6
Various
4/6
Igranic
Post 6d. each extra.

2/.
1/6
1/3

20/-

'Phone Cords, 54 in. (double)
Ditto, 72 in.

1/3
1/6

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR

tory Certificate).

11/6
16/6, 19/6
28/-, 30/-, 33/-

2v.40a.
4v.40a.
6v.60a.
6v.80a.

.00075 - 7/3
.0005 - /3
.0003 - 5/6
.000! - 4/9
.0001 - 4/ Post Free.

"A" TYPE. One Hole Fixing
as sketch. Aluminium ends, ebonite
bushes, metal to metal bearings.
Takes up a little more room than
new model (.088 in spacers being
used), but is extraordinarily cheap
(the more we can make the cheaper
they will be), well made. Hundreds
of testimonials. Knob and dial included.

Post free.

12/6

6d.

TRADE COUNTER ON N
Lissen, Radio Instruments, Igranic,
Edison Bell and proprietary articles
stocked. Ericsson, N. and K. and
Fellows 'Phones, Rotax Accumula-

tors, Fixed and Variable Condensers,
Terminals,
etc.
Best
possible
quality. No goods supplied without
Members of Radio
trade card.
Clubs please show your membership

card for discount (not given otherwise).

condenser

operated by one
Knob and Dial,
thereby enabling

you to tune two
circuits by one

turn of the dial.
Can be used in
series or paralComplete,

as

shown

with

aluminium ends, Knob and 13/6
Post free

Gi

Dial
Scales (Engraved o -18o)
0.300

5d.
4d.

Multiphone Terminals
Insulators, Egg
Large Shell

9d. & 1/-

with single plate Vernier,
complete with Knob and Dial.
Absolutely the finest condenser for
Condenser

very fine tuning.

.0005

-001

12/6

8/6

This is not an attachment by means
of a knob, but Vernier is incorpor-

Ft R...9. Et.

eel.7d.

4 fft.or

6
1/10

/ 00

-

8d.

.

6d.

.

.006

led.
1/1/6

Id.

1/

Cecosite (C.E.C.)
Zincite, ed.; Bornite
Coil Holders (Basket)
Coil Plugs, Ebonite
Do., on Base
Best Valve Holders
3 makes, above
Tinned Copper,
stocked.

Post free.

13 4637

3d.
14-d.

16,

1/6
6d.

1/1 & 1/3
Id. & 9d.
1/- & 1/3

1/3

ltd., 1/.. & 1/3
20g

18,

Sleeving, takes 16g. best, 3 yds. 1/ Copper Foil
ft
3d.
Filament Res., good
I/O
Formo, ditto
2/6
Rubber Lead-in
is yds. 1/- & 1/3
Bell Wire, D.C.C. I.R.C. to yds. 6d.
Twin Flex
r2 yds.
1/6
Heavy Rubber Lead-in yd. 2d. & 3d.
Basket Coils (6) up to 3,500 ... 1/9
Waxless (6)
1/11
D.P.D.T. Switches for Panel
1/6

1/. & 1/3

Telephone Cords

Ebonite Ends (a) & bushes pair
Alum. Ends
pair
Empire Tape
Adhesive do.

A.A. Earth Clips
Washers, 2 and 4 S.A.
100,000 ohms Res.

-0003

10/6

ated.

4 for

Grid -Leak (a meg.)
Do. and Condenser .0003

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
PHONE:

,

Cold Whisker
Shaw's Hertzite

of .06°23 mfds.,

Dial.

21 ft.
lit.Id.
Valve Pins
two
Brass Bushes
Spade Tags,, best quality...doz
4d.
Screw Spade Terminals each 1d.
Pin Screw do.
each Id.
Stop Pins
td.
a a
Plug and Sock3t
Easyfix Cup
Switch Arms
8d.pair
Pd. & 10d.
Ditto, with 12 Studs and nut3, 1/ English Flash Lamp Batt. doz. 41.
H.T. Batteries, Cs v.
4/9 & 5/6
H.T. Batteries, 60 v.
8/9 & 10/6
Filament Res., with Dia' ...... . 2/ Set of Names (12)
5d.

Ins. ScreW Eyes

composed of
two equal units,

25/.

4d.
6d.
5d.
ad.

4 Cats Whiskers (one gold)

is

lel.

3 ft.

SS

This

13/9

12/6

doz

3

Filament do., 9d. No Knob
Fixed Condensers to .001 .. ..
.002 to . ...

Duplex Condensers

21/18/.
15/-

don

5, 6 B.A. Nuts
2 B.A. Rod
4 B.A. Rod
2, 4,

Dials 0.100
4d.
Ebonite Dial and Knob, 0.180
1/1 & 1/3

- 3/ -

.0001

L.F. TRANSFORMERS, 5-1.
Igranic, shrouded
Formo, shrouded

Contact Studs

Res.

.0002 -3/6

8/3, 9/6, 10/6

L.F. R.I. for all circuits

TERMINALS, WITH NUTS.
each 11d.
each itdd..
Pillar and W.O.
Large Aerial and Earth ...each 3d.
Various
each 1d. & 11d.
Valve Sockets
each 1d.

Telephone, large
Telephone

Aerial Wire, 7/22
Valve Windows

- 6/6
.00075 - 5/9
.0005 - 5/.0003
4/3
.001

4/6, 616, 6/6

Post 1/- each extra.

ALL POST ORDER, f om OT ER COLUMNS

Small Shell

33/-, 35/-, 39/-

36 volt
80 volt
EVER -READY, 66 volt

-8/3

?; .001

Post Free.

ACCUMULATORS

1 /6

Shaw's genuine Hertizite

RIGHT OPPOSITE

(NationalLabora-

Fully Assembled for Panel Mounting

CRYSTAL DETECTORS.

open

2/.
1/6

each

New Model

APP'

(No PAPER or RUBBISH).

Wound D.C.C., ...... 2/2, 2/4, 2/6, 31 3/11 & 5/11
Ebonite D.C.C.
7/11
Ebonite Do., Ball Rotar
4/11
Ebonite D.S.C.
2/.
Wound Coils, 20 T.
Post 1/- each extra.

tested on aerial
Raymond, very fine

12 by 12, 6/ Best valve sockets and nut ,
5/-,

D.P.D.T. switch for panel
S.P.S.T. switch for panel
Empire Tape for Coils. Doz

complete as sketch, with DIAL and
KNOB for panel mounting.

H.T. BATTERIES WITH PLUGS.

2/6

3 yds.
Sleeving, best
Ebonite Panels, matt. finish,
6 by 6, 2/6, 9 by 6, 3/3, 12 by 9,

elled, highly finished CONDENSER.
Requires very little room, .073 in
Metal to
spacers being used.
metal bearings, ebonite bushes.
Fully assembled, aluminium ends,

VARIOMETERS.
BROADCAST WAVELENGTH.
All very fine value.

Rotax, or good make.
Post 1/6 each extra.
6/.
2/6

One Hole Fixing. Cap. guaranteed,
ALL spacers, terminals, etc. Nick-

Post 1/ per pair.

1/3

1/10

Variable Condensers CALLERS ONLY

Many thousands sold last year, 13/9

GRID LEAK and Condenser.

Ebonite Knobs

4,000 ohms.
B.B.C.

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS

COILS AT LISSEN PRICES.

.0001

'PHONES

Tel. Term. Wood Screw
Shellac (good)
Knife Switches, S.P.D.T.
Ditto, D.P.D.T.
Earth Wire, Single 18

1/.

yard

roll

3

9d.
1/3
1/3

doz

1/9

Id.

4d.
7d.
2d.
1/6

Id.
5d.

1/3

3/-, 2/6, 2/.
3

td.

Machine -cut Screws, Countersunk, in
Stock.
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HOURS
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When Experts Differ

of the light ray. This sets up changes in

THE other day, as is not infrequently the plate potential, which in turn controls
I the case, a strong wireless atmosphere the value of the plate current passing

permeated the railway carriage in which through the external circuit. Instead of
I travelled to town.
Upon this occasion making the plate of light-sensitive
heavy guns were in play, the cause of material, the grid may be so constructed.
argument being the somewhat abstruse A beam of light which has been passed
problem as to whether the plate current through a photographic negative is then
of a valve, as measured by a milliammeter, caused to traverse the grid. The different
increases or decreases as the grid and plate gradations of light create corresponding
coils are brought into tight coupling-in fluctuations in the value of the grid
other words, as the valve is set into self - potential, and these are, of course,
oscillation. One enthusiast with tousled reflected in the current flowing through the
hair and an imposing expanse of forehead plate circuit.
was emphatic to the verge of violence.
The Great Broadcasting Station
He had tried it out and knew, without a
shadow of doubt, that the plate current fell

as the point of oscillation was reached.

We have heard quite a lot recently about

the B.B.C.'s project for erecting some-

His

where near London a huge central station

stoutly insisted that the plate current rose

working with an output so great that it
would probably bring a very large part
of this country within crystal or, at any

protagonist, however, remained
-obdurate. He also had experimented, and
in such circumstances.

The rest of us maintained a respectful
Nevertheless, I was intrigued,
and put the point at luncheon the same
clay to a wireless pundit who sometimes
condescends to me in matters of this sort.
silence.

His reply solved the mystery and left
both of my fellow -travellers with divided
honours. For grid voltages below a

certain value it appears that the average
plate current rises as the valve starts to
oscillate; whilst for grid voltages above
this value the commencement

of

self -

oscillation causes the current to drop. A
curious point, which I pass on without
further comment to those who have traffic
with such things.

rate, single -valve

range of the

Metro-

The power suggested is 25 kilowatts, and it is proposed that the wavelength shall be somewhere round about
polis.

The station would transmit
quite independently of 2 L 0, two entirely
different programmes being given at the
same time. At first sight the scheme
seems to be a very sound one, .for not only
would it give the crystal man a much
better chance, but it Would also solve to
a very large extent the problem of simultaneous broadcasting. At the present time
there is some difficulty in working over
land -lines owing to the effects of induction
and to other causes as well. With such
1,600 metres.

powerful one of 400. This last coming
right in the -middle of the present broad-

casting band would probably be found
seriously to interfere with reception of
existing stations. The Air Ministry, too,
I imagine, would not welcome i,600
metres, for they make use of a wavelength
not very far removed from this. Even
if they raised no objection their own transmissions would cause- a good deal of
annoyance to broadcast listeners.
I

very much wonder how big a wave

band a 25 -kilowatt transmission would

cover at, say, 3o miles' range. I rather
fancy that except with sets of the most
selective type everything else would be
blotted out for at least zoo metres on either
side. This means that Radiola would be
wiped off the map so far as south -country
listeners are concerned, which is a blow
not to be contemplated lightly.

Converting Sets
The point that' has been made that all
the existing sets designed for broadcast
reception only would have to be re -made
is not nearly so serious as it might appear

at first sight. There are very few sets
of any kind -which cannot be loaded up
any great difficulty by the use of
larger coils or of fixed condensers placed
in parallel with the existing ones. It does
not, of course, conduce to efficiency to

add a great deal of capacity in parallel,

but when working upon the reception of a
transmission so powerful as that contem-

plated, efficiency is not a matter of vast
moment, since you have a great deal more,

a powerful station all relaying could be to play with than is the case now. The
A Television "Valve"
done through the ether. The B.B.C. greater the power, the less efficient need
Strenuous efforts are at present being would simply be putting into practice on. sets be. For example, if you live in
made to solve the difficult problem- of a much larger scale the system already in London quite close to 2 L 0, where the
wireless television. Among the many in- use for transmitting opera from the Old power received by your aerial is enormous
compared with that which reaches those
genious contributions to this subject men- Vic Theatre via 2 L O.
five or ten miles away, you can receive
tion may be made of the Nakken valve,
Some Snags
his transmissions by hooking up a receiver
in which the ordinary nickel plate is
However, I- see- quite a number of consisting simply of a crystal detector and,
replaced by a metal having photo -electric
properties. It is well known that sodium - breakers ahead. In the first place, I do a pair of telephones. It will come through
potassium amalgam, for instance, will not think that the suggested wavelength of even if you use neither tuning coil nor
emit a stream of electrons when exposed 1,600 metres will be found very satis- condenser-and you cannot imagine a
to light, and especially to ultra -violet factory. With telephony you get as a much more inefficient outfit than that ! It
rays. There are many other substances rule a very powerful harmonic on one= should not cost more than a couple of
which also exhibit this peculiar reaction quarter the fundamental wavelength. If pounds to convert a short-wave valve set
to light, and it is obvious that the ,you can tune your set down to very short with a double -circuit tuner so that it will
phenomenon offers a possible means of wavelengths you will find that z L 0 be able to receive on 1,600 metres. With
translating light -rays of varying intensities comes in very powerfully on a -little over simpler sets the job is one that anyone
into corresponding electrical effects, a oo metres, this being f quarter of 365, his could do, for in most cases all that would
process which lies at the root of the real wavelength. The first harmonic, too, be necessary would be to buy or make a
one-half the wavelength, is usually quite single -coil holder, to provide it with a
problem of television,
In theNakken valve the normal current a powerful one; several correspondents basket or honeycomb coil, and to wire it
through the plate circuit canbe controlled have already reported their ability to hear between the lead-in and the aerial terminal
by directing a beam of light of varying 2 L 0 when their sets are tuned to iS2.5 of the set.
intensity upon the photo -sensitive plate. metres. With a 25 -kilowatt transmission
One good thing about a more powerful
The latter thereupon shoots off electrons on 1,600 metres we might expect a bad transmission would be the likelihood that
at a rate which depends upon the intensity harmonic of Soo metres and a still more howlin would be very much reduced.
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On Your Wavelength (continued)
Most of that with which we are troubled
at present emanates from single -valve sets
whose owners are pushing reaction -up to
its

limit in order to obtain' the loudest

possible signals from a comparatively weak
transmission. Deal out 25 kilowatts and

serve quite well as rectifiers if the grid
leak is made positive instead of negative.

working.

The Wrong WayA
tack
hammer
would probably drive a
spheric condtions which make it impossible
for it to carry out successful work of this railroad spike if you had the time to stay
with it and the hammer lasted as long,
nature.
By the way, I regret that through a but there are better ways. Not fully
clerical error I referred to the stations understanding just what efficiency in a
X A R and i X A M as being Dutch receiving set means, the beginner is
stations in my last week's notes, whereas pleased with results which he will consider
they are, of course, American. I must very meagre indeed after a few months'
get rid of my "Dutch valve " ; it's becom- experience. This is as it should be, for
ing an obsession I

Dutch Valves
Speaking of Dutchi valves, of which
kind things have been said in these pages,

mechanic lots of scope for his engineering ability.
It includes a judicious

"Ready-made" or "Nome -made "? arrangement of the various parts for
One persistent question faces the en- ,minimum losses; the careful drilling of

thusiast bursting into the wireless game :
you will give them automatically pretty "Shall it be `ready -.made' or homewell as much power as they want without made '" ? The question is not altogether
their having to use reaction at all.
one of difference in financial outlay, since
there are quite a number of components
The Amateurs
now on the market at prices which savour
It is apparent that favourable conditions of "Ford-iness "-and what is more, they
for long-distance transmissions are not are reliable ! For example, as lont as I
always consistent, even over a very small can buy a solenoid coil ready wound and
area. For instance, the week -end Satur- tapped for half a crown, or a variometer
day and Sunday, February 16 and 17, my complete with knob and dial for another
Belfast correspondent reports that whilst shilling or so, I 'do not feel tempted to
reception of amateurs in the London dis- buy the parts and wind the things myself.
trict was well-nigh impossible, he received Our wireless literature is bristling with
fair speech from 6 N H on .4 to .5 ampere tips on low to make such componentsaerial reading and strong speech from and very ingenious most of them are2 N M, both situated at Caterham ! As but a little, consideration of what to buy
a rule it is comparatively easy for him and what to make is worth the amateur's
to receive 2 0 N on speech, but last week, while. There is not the slightest doubt
although z 0 N was working well, it was that a lot of the units for a home-made
extremely difficult for him to receive that set can be constructed on the kitchen
station at all. As the distance between table, and, further, they will work. In
Caterham and Wanstead or Walthamstow fact when one views some of the "homeis not more than thirty miles, it appears mades " in the wireless line it is hard to
that whilst one area might be favourably conceive of the impossibility of anything
situated as regards D.X. work, a close -by
area on the same night at approximately
the same time might be under some atmo-

panel, for instance, will give the home

the knowledge and bumps he gets in constructing his first

set will be the best

holes in just exactly their right places so
that taps and dies function smoothly; and
the placing of parts behind the panel to

avoid clashing of signal energy and to

make for the shortest possible leads. The

assembly of a set, including the making
of a presentable cabinet, has in itself the
elements of a job worthy of the mettle of
a first-class artisan, and the kitchen -table
wireless engineer will be well advised to
exert most of his genius along these lines,
leaving the Construction of units to those
who, througli specially designed

appli-

ances, are able to build parts which are
beyond the range of the home workshop.
New Plays for Old
While giving all possible credit to the.
intentions of the directors, at 2 L 0 to give
us suitable plays, they have not yet found

the right medium, as evidenced by The
Tragedy of Mr. Punch and Columbine.
It was of vious in both cases that sight was

as necessary as hearing. Why not hark
back to some of the old Plays ?

A Unique Experiment at 2 L 0
With the laudable desire of gaining
both " on the swings and the round'abouts," if
may be thus allowed to
describe the B.B.C.'s Symphony concert
given last Friday night at Central Hall,
the idea was an excellent one, but unfortunately it did not work out as well in
practice as in theory. Listeners in the
actual

hall had one

of the

greatest

musical treats in their- lives.

From the
wireless standpoint it was not so 'satisfactory. Every listener -in must have
realised the difference that would have

education he could have. He will learn
that to make a really efficient coil is not been made had ,the same programme been
as easy as rolling off the proverbial log. carried out in the B.B.C.'s own studio.
a V24 valve with positive grid leak is I have seen so-called coils on which the Central Hall, Westminster, frankly speakequal to this valve at any time in "detect- wire was draped rather than wound, but ing, is not the best acoustically even for
ing" properties. It is, of course, more their perpetrators were ecstatic over them an ordinary concert, and for brbadcasting
expensive in first cost, but it will, if pro- because they worked-or at least made an purposes it is certainly not suitable. The
perly handled, outlast many "Dutchmen." effort. Similarly I have come across consequence was that the instruments near
It gives very pure rectification, the micro - novices who proudly exhibit weird con- the microphone were overpowering, those
phonics, 'etc., often apparent with Dutch trivances which they had made for vario- far away inaudible. I do not doubt that
valves, being entirely absent. I could couplers, and because they had one coil alterations can be made, but it would be
never quite understand why people en- on a shaft wobbling about inside another interesting to compare notes on the experithused over Dutch valves. They are cer- coil they deemed such description justified. ences of other listeners -in. THERMION.
tainly good straight rectifiers, but when
-and the Best Way
the same valve is used with any form of
It is stated by a writer in a local paper
The kernel of the matter is that the
regeneration its shortcomings become
apparent. You cannot get into the "silent beginner would do better to put himself that if the artistes get too near to the
point" in a carrier wave so easily with a in the hands of a more experienced friend microphone at the Cardiff station sparks
Dutch valve as you can with a V24. when he comes to make his own set. Such are caused in the control room !
Another equally good valve is the Cossor. a friend will advise him to give up
I think that many people make the mis- attempts at constructing his own transMention " A.W." please when
take of using a standard grid leak con- formers and other complicated work and
direct
his
ingenuity
to
the
more
straightnected to L.T. negative or shunted across
you write to advertisers.
the grid condenser, whereas many valves forward tasks. The proper designing of a
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A CRYSTAL RECEIVER FOR
BROADCAST RECEPTION
One end of the wire is well
The best position for the tuning -arm
secured by twice twisting round a small pivot terminal' must be found by trial.
brass brad driven into one circular end The arm is first bent to a nice curve, as
piece close up to the cardboard tube. The in Fig. 4, and then arranged in position
whole tube is then wound full. This so that the contact travels as nearly as
requires a little care in order to make a possible along the top of the inductance.
satisfactory job. Care should be taken In the set shown the piVot terminal is
in. from the back edge. This is first
to see that all turns of wire lie close
is used.

together. The last turn of all is passed
twice round another small brad and about
6 in. of wire is left for making a connection to the earth -terminal. A coat

screwed in position with the head removed,

Fig. 1.-Top View of Receiver.

the wire in position.
The coil may be fixed permanently in
position with brass screws. The loose end

ACHEAP, compact and very efficient
crystal receiver for broadcast transmissions may be easily constructed by

of wire is placed on the left and passed
through a small hole in the base to the
under side. The axis of the coil should

may be screwed tightly down to the first
one to act as a lock nut. The arm is now
moved backwards and forwards several
times with the contact end pressed firmly
on the coil so that it removes all the insulation from the wire where it pas, -

the tuning arm is next put on, then a
spring washer, followed by the terminal

head, which is screwed down until the arm

of shellac may be given in order to fix will move freely. A spare terminal head

following
article.

the directions given in this

A photograph of the complete receiver
is shown by Fig. i. The necessary components are .a baseboord stiffened- with two

cross pieces, six terminals (two of which
should be of the pillar type), .a strip of
springy brass for the tuning arm, a crystal
detector, an incandescent gas -mantle box,
and some No. 24 S.W.G. enamelled wire,
together with a few screws and other oddments mentioned later.
The baseboard is first prepared. It is
better if made of some well -seasoned hard
wood, such as mahogany or walnut, and

T

Fig. 6.-

should be 8 in, long by 6 in. wide by N". in.
thick. Two cross pieces each 6,/, in. by
in. by Y4. in. should be fixed at each end.

r

The positions of the components can be

seen in Fig. 2. The holes for the terminals for aerial, earth and telephones
should be drilled and then the baseboard
may be varnished or french polished.

Toning Coil
The inductance coil can,next be wound.
For this an upright incandescent gas -

Cl.)

PHONES

wire

used

is

No.

24

s.w.G.
will

Fig. 3. ---

Tuning
Arm.
Fig. 4. End
Elevation.

-11CCo iV

_t

Fig. 5.-Detector.

Flg. 2.-Plan of Receiver.

mantle box is quite suitable as a former.
These are usually 4% in. long and 1y, in.
in dianaeter. For those living near Aberdeen or Birmingham, stations having a be 234 in. from the front edge (Fig. 2-).
higher wavelength, it is advisable to use Terminals for aerial, earth and telephones
a tube of 2 in. in diameter and of the same may now also be screwed into position.
The tuning arm is made from a strip
length. It should be well dried and given
a coat of shellac varnish or paraffin -wax. of springy brass
in. thick, 5%, in. long
Two circular wooden blocks each 3f in. and % in. wide, cut and filed to shape as
thick are prepared and are glued in the shown in Fig. 3. A hole is drilled at
ends of the former so that 34 in. projects. the wide end large enough to clear one
This is to enable the coil to be screwed to of the pillar -type terminals. About 3/6 in.
the :baseboard later on (Fig. 2).
of the narrow end is bent over at right
The

Detector
Arm.

angles to form the contact on the

coil.

over.

A small ebonite knob should be

fitted in a convenient position.

Detector
A simple crystal detector may be easily
constructed as follows : The remaining
pillar -type terminal with its head removed
is screwed into position as shown in Figs.
springy brass
2 and 5. A strip of
3% in. long and 0 in. wide should be cut

and filed to shape as given in Fig. 6.

This should be nicely rounded off- with The two large holes are of a size sufficient
be required for the gat -mantle box, or a file and ,emery -cloth so that no sharp to clear the pillar of the terminal .which
forms the upright. The broad- end is then
more in proportion if the _larger former corners remain.
enamelled -copper, and about 2

oz.
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bent to a semicircular shape so that the
two holes are over one another. About
in. of the narrow end is given a half
twist with a pair of pliers, and a small
hole is bored in it close to the end.
Through this is passed a short piece of
thin bare copper wire-about No. 3o S.W.G.
will suit admirably-a spot of solder
serving to fix it securely. The loose end

crystal cup is connected to the right-hand
telephone terminal. The loose end of wire

24 S.W.G. enamelled wire is quite suitable,

care being taken to see that all the in-

can be twisted into a spiral to form the
catwhisker. By cutting obliquely across

sulation is removed where contact is made
with terminals, etc.
In use a light contact is first made on
the crystal, and if a sensitive spot is found

scissors it is

to the

the wire with a pair of

the tuning arm is moved either

possible to obtain a very fine point as a right or left until the loudest signal
contact for the crystal. The crystal cup strength is obtained. This should he
should be fixed immediately below the followed by another adjustment of the
contact point of the crystal and the detecis then complete.
Three ivorine labels to mark aerial,

itor

PROGRESS AND

from the coil is joined to the earth terminal. The left-hand telephone terminal
is also joined to the earth terminal. No.
-

INVENTION

Wooden Loud -speaker
MANY and various are the types of
loud -speaker that have -been invented.

One of the latest ha's a sound box similar
to that of a violin. Two thin veneered

crystal detector, which will possibly again

result in greater strength.
With this set at 4% miles from 2 L 0

earth and telephone terminals may be the orchestra can be clearly heard and
fixed in their positions if desired, and the the music recognised when holding the
receiver is then ready for wiring up, which telephones at arm's length. The telephones should be of 4,000 ohms total
is the final operation.
The necessary wiring connections can be resistance. With an efficient outdoor
seen in Fig. 2 shown with dotted lines. aerial good results should be obtaMed up
They should be made underneath the base- to at least zo miles, but, as with a
Wooden Loud -speaker (No.. 207,48'11,24).
board. The aerial terminal is Connected receiver of any type, much will depend
to the pivot terminal of the tuning arm on the efficiency or otherwise of the aerial panels, between which are placed wooden
cores, are held by thick vertical supports.
E. M. K.
and also to the detector upright. The arrangements.
In the top panel two sounding holes are

AROUND THE SHOWROOMS
4'

Hedgehog Transformer

The bottom panel must' be raised some
Dudley, has just put on the market a bag distance from the surface on which the
made of damp-proof material in which a instrument is placed.
pair of phones can be placed when not in
Valve Improvement
use. In this way they are kept clean and
out of the dust. These bags cost 2s. each. TV amplifying circuits it is well known
I that the valve elements are frequently
interconnected by resistances and capaci"Holbornite" Crystal
THOSE of us who are crystal users must be ties. With multiple -electrode valves it is
pleased at the change that has come about proposed in Patent No. 209,775/24 (E. K.
in the method of buying and selling the Hunter, of Battersea, S.W.) that the
"little pieces of stuff that glitters." Not elements should be inter -connected by
A.M.I.A.E., of

A LTHOUGH most low -frequency trans /A
formers have built-up, laminated
cores, many experimenters prefer the
hedgehog type of instrument with its comparatively rough bundle of soft iron wires.

Some people are of the opinion that these
transformers are more efficient than others.

owing to the totally enclosed field. Cer-

tainly they seem to have all the advantages of a shrouded transformer and are
ideal for tucking away in some corner

provided; vibrations are transmitted to the
bottom panel by the wooden core. A telephone receiver, to the diaphragm of which
a 'rod is attached, rests lightly on the top
panel. Vibrations of the diaphragm thus
cause the sound box to give loud signals.

12,

Corporation

Road,

Wates Bros.' Hedgehog Transformers.

of a set. The photograph shows a hedgehog transformer as supplied by Wates
Bros., Ltd., of 13-54, Great Queen Street,
W.C.2. I believe the ratio is r : 5.

so many months ago you went into a shop,

asked for a piece of your favourite "ite,"
and were then told to choose a piece, by
carefully handling and inspecting it from
a large tray of specimens. Now that is
all changed. You can buy a piece of
"Holbornite" crystal, nicely packed in a
glass tube, for ts. Thus you know that

Protecting the Phones
MOST of us, I suppose, treat our phones
worse than any other of our apparatus.
We leave them about in all kinds of the crystal has not been handled and
dusty and dirty places (I do, anyway !). rejected by other buyers equally fastidious
But there is no longer any excuse for with yourself. If it does not give good
doing that.
Mr. W.
H. Bishop, results you can change it.
VANGUARD.

Valve Improvement (No. 209,775/24).

reaction components inside the bulb itself.
By this arrangement only four leading -in
wires would be required, two for the fila-

ment and two for the first grid and last
anode of the system respectively. In the
diagram a connection is taken straight to
the first anode, then through a resistance
to the second anode; this last is connected

to one grid through a condenser.

electi-ode supports are not shown.
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22,000 per week, or Zio4,000 per year,

`BROADCASTING
FROM WITHIN"
4'

WITHIN the past eighteen months or
so in which broadcasting has been

developing most of us will have tried to
visuali;-e the happenings within the broadcasting stations. How far our impressions

were right and how far they were wrong
we are now able to learn at first hand.
In " Broadcasting From Within " (Geo.
Newnes, Ltd.) Mr. C. A. Lewis (Uncle
Caractacus) gives up a real peep behind
the scenes.

In the very early days we were all wont

to grumble at the delays and intervals
criticise adversely the programme,
but a perusal of this book shows us that
and

there was a reason for every irritating pinprick which we experienced. Here is Mr.
Lewis's description of the daily scenes in
the studio of the first broadcasting station,
then situated at Marconi House : "There
were four microphones in this studio, and,
would you believe it, the engineers positively could not leave them alone. They

tapped them, shouted at them, coaxed

them, and whispered to them every minute

of the day.

1

a figure which, though it seems high, does
not occasion so much surprise when it is
realised that about 6,000 concerts are
given annually.
We have a listening acquaintance with

They hung them here and

then there, they played the piano to them,
took their temperatures, measured their

appetite, and, in fact, treated them like
a lot of spoiled children. And more than
:his, they insisted on silence in the room

;vhile they were doing it.
"Now you can imagine the state of the
room ! A dozen or more artistes waiting

WIRELESS AND
THE QUEUE!

many of the

staffs of the broadcasting
stations, but there are many others whose
acquaintance we make for the first time
in the chapter headed "The People Behind
the Microphone." There is even a mystery

man who is called the Time Wizard.

To him, we are told, we owe the perfect
'cello tones, the bright vocal qualities and
the natural speech that we receive. His
identity is a secret outside 2 L 0, but we
could make a shrewd guess.

Altogether the book is one that will
interest every listener -in. The price is

WIRELESS is abolishing theatre
queues. Even now the gallery and
balcony queues at the Winter Garden

Theatre, where "The Beauty Prize "

is

being played, have been done away with,

the public being admitted at 6.45 p.m.
From 7.0 p.m. to 8.o p.m. the audience
is entertained by the broadcasting. from
2 L O. The Winter Garden is the first
theatre in London to make use of broadcasting in this way, and the enterprise

2S. 6d.

of the management is to be commended.
We hope that the idea will be taken up

fi

elsewhere.

U.S.A. Broadcasting
Relayed
4'

THE re -transmission of American broadcast last Saturday was the culmination
of weeks of experimental work carried out

night after night by the B.B.C. engineers.
An army hut in the R.A.F. aerodrome at
Biggin Hill, Kent, was leased to the
B.B.C. for this purpose.
The aerial used at Biggin Hill on
Saturday was a six -wire cage T -aerial,
3o ft. high and about 3o ft. long. Par-

ticular attention has been given to the
insulation.

A four -wire counterpoise is

slung between the metal masts that sup-

audition, half a dozen engineers playing port the aerial. There is also a 4 -ft. frame
with microphones, two screaming tele- aerial, with two turns of wire on it, inside
phones, a typewriter, and amid all this the building, which is used at times.
Mr. Jcfferies, single-handed, attending to
The room in which the apparatus is
everyone and producing at the end of the housed is about 5 ft. wide and 20 ft. in
day a three-hour musical programme." length. A bench along one side carries
Can ave wonder but that delays were the apparatus, which includes nine high inevitable ?
frequency valves on the neutrodyne prinIt must not be thought that even at the ciple, a detector and three power valves.
present day everything runs smoothly, for
Biggin Hill is connected to 2 L 0 by
although programmes are planned weeks land -line, and when America has been
ahead there is always the possibility of tuned in the programme is relayed to
some item of immediate interest cropping London, where it is re -transmitted.
up which will upset the most carefully
K D K A, the Westinghouse Company's'
laid plans. Then, as Mr. Lewis says, station at East Pittsburg, now transmits
again there is always the chance of some- with a power of 7 kilowatts, which is an
thing going wrong, and the breach has to increase on the power used during the last

In commenting on the innovation, Mr.
Archibald Haddon, the B.B.C. dramatic
critic, said recently : "The other evening
in the gallery of the Winter Garden
Theatre I heard the sound of bells. It
was the seven o'clock time signal from
2 L 0, and it rang through the theatre
from gallery to stalls, and even along the
corridors, as loudly and dearly as in the
broadcasting studio. Instantly the hum of

conversation in the gallery ceased, and
when the announcer at 2 L 0 started to
give out the news bulletin no other voice

could be heard among the hundreds of
people waiting for
curtain.

the

rising of the

"The scene before me reminded me of

a passage in a speech I made several
months ago to the members of a playgoer's club in London. 'Broadcasting,' I
said, 'will one day be used for the entertainment of playgoers waiting in the
queues or auditoriums.'
Already the
prophecy is fulfilled. The Winter Garden

is the first theatre in England to make
the innovation.

On the night of my visit
success. The speaking
voices came over without distortion, and
a piece of operatic music sounded like the
quiet playing of the theatre's own
orchestra."
Two loud -speakers working in conjunction with a " Gecophone " receiver make
the broadcasting audible.
it

was a great

A plant propagator is useful in raising

be glossed over somehow.

transmission.

Although "Broadcasting From Within "
is not an official record of the B.B.C., it

Saturday's programme started just after greenhouse is not available, and how such
11 o'clock and finished at 11.5o p.m. It a miniature garden frame may be made
consisted of the following items : " Blue is well illustrated and described in the
Bells of Scotland," "British Grenadiers," current issue of "Work " (3d.). Other
" Marseillaise,"
"Russian
National articles included in this number are
Anti-tem," and " Yankee Doodle."
"Amateur Silverwork : Making a Locket
At 11.5o p.m. Capt. Eckersley spoke in Oxidised Silver "; ."Player Pianos :
from his house in Hampstead by telephone Repair and Adjustment " ; "Turning a
to 2 L 0, and his speech was then broad- Two -throw Crank "; "Fixing Wired -on
cast. He said that it was unfortunate that Perambulator Tyres"; "Upholstering an
the programme had been interfered with Easy Chair "; "A Sensitive Electroby atmospherics, which were unavoidable, scope "; "A Darkroom Measure -rack " ;
but they would try again.
"Making Sewn Seats in Boots."

gives as much of its history as will interest
the average person. 'It tells of the early

hYrittle transmissions and of the early

days at 2 L 0 when the station had to
close down for three minutes in every ten
to listen for possible S.O.S. signals. In
the chapter devoted to details of organisation some insight into the cost of broadcasting is given. The payments made for
entertainment purposes alone, exclusive of
station expenses-, we are told, approximate

plants from seeds or cuttings where a
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DUAL amplification circuits arc deserving of more attention than apparently

A

bestowed on them by the amateur.
There appears to be a feeling -among wire-

Efficiency
The life or the general efficiency of the
valve cannot be in question, as the filament

current remains approximately the same
whether it is used on the H.F. or L.F. side
or as a dual amplifier, the only difference
being that the grid has fed to it rectified
current superimposed on the H.F. current,
and the plate passes into its circuit both
frequencies. Obviously there is no greater
strain on a valve under these conditions
than when it is functioning solely as
radio- or audio -frequency amplifier. As
for difficulty in operating dual sets, the
one about to be described is far from
being "tricky"; in fact, most of the
annoying faults to be found in some

single- and multi -valve sets have yet to
make themselves known. The fact that
variable condensers find no place in this
set may account for its easy tuning.
The Circuit

The circuit illustrated in Fig.

i

is of

a cheaply and easily made set giving dual
amplification by one valve and a stage of
high -frequency amplification by the other,
a crystal serving as rectifier. It will be
seen that H.F. current is amplified by
both

valves

rectification_ takes
current induced in the

before

place, the L.F.

secondary of the L.F. transformer being
passed back via the A.T.I. to the grid

Left.-Photograph of Dual amplification Set.

REFLEX
OR
DUAL -

Below.-Photograph of
Rack of Panel.

AMPLIFICATION SET
the positive connection. When changing
valves, or connecting battery leads to the
set, this switch should remain open until
the filament current has been switched on
and the valve lighted. In this way burnt out filaments can be avoided.
Fig. 2 shows the wiring and general lay -

allotted to the plate tuner of the first

cut of the set, and should be helpful to

The tuners on the set as photographed
are for broadcast reception (four coils of
90 turns each). One of the large coils

coupler of any type: It need not be expensive, but it should be efficient. If a
slider -type tuner is used, see that the wire
is of heavy gauge, at any rate, for shortwave reception; it is then easier to adjust
the slider at its best. Fine adjustment results in louder signals.

(360) is also shown on the right.
The writer's set is built up on a piece

coils, but the writer uses basket coils, de-

the constructor.
With a low, very inefficient aerial
(single run, 4o ft. over-all, including lead-

in), very badly screened by tall trees and
high buildings, at a distance of five miles
the broadcasting station conies in at readable strength at some yards on a homemade loud -speaker, using only the second
valve. The loud -speaker, by the way, consists of an earpiece and a loud -speaker
diaphragm mounted in a simply -made

wooden box to which is attached an old
phonograph horn. No doubt a properly

constructed loud -speaker would give better

This set was originally designed
for only one valve, but later another was
added. This accounts for the small space
left for this tuner.
valve.

Tuners

of M. -in. American white -wood (bass) I i in.

by 22 in., mounted on two lengths of wood
in. by r in. The insulating properties

of two thin coats of shellac varnish are
sometimes underrated, but this may be because the fact is overlooked that it is

obviously no good laying a coat of insulating material on the outer surfaces

only of wood, for it is necessary after the
board is drilled to see that the inner sur-

at

face of all holes is given a

audio -frequency, and so to the phones.
When the switch connected with the
grid condenser between valves is in, the

efficiency of this wood, or

second valve is used alone, giving dual
(one stage of high- and one of low -fre-

very favourably with ebonite,

of the first

valve for amplification

quency) amplification.

coat also. If this is done the

mahogany, or oak, seems to
be fairly high and to compare
which is more difficult to

In this way the

work and more expensive.
Although in the diagrams a

first valve is cut out and only the second
used. This latter then acts as dual -amplifier, the L.F. current being fed back to the
grid of this valve. When this switch is
open both valves are in use. The righthand contact of this switch
omitted.

may

be

The switch behind the L.T. terminals
when open cuts off' both L.T. and H.T.
(in

the

negative connection

of

both).

grid -leak

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram of Dual -amplification Receiver.

provided,

especially

if

ebonite is used for the base-

results, and with an. ordinary aerial the

potentiometer' might be considerable.
The switch with the longer knife on the

inexpensive manner.

right (front) merely cuts off the. H.T. in

ferably a variable one) may
be

period, during which leakage across the

the set is out of use for any lengthy

is included in the

coupling to the second valve,
it was not found necessary on
the writer's set. A leak (pre-

results should be all that could be desired.
Using the wire mattress of a bedstead,
one valve (the second) gives loud signals
in the phones. Bed -clothes and even a
person in bed make no difference in signal strength.

Primarily the purpose of this switch is to
cut off the L.T. accumulator, the object
being to obviate the slow discharge of the
battery through the potentiometer when

confetti WiretiSS

A sliding contact is
provided by another strip of brass or copper (about 25 in. by M in.), bent so as
the accumulator.

is

less enthusiasts generally that a dual circuit is a "freak" circuit, though nothing
could be further from the truth. Some
argue that a valve cannot be expected to
function well as both high- and low -frequency amplifier at the same time.
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The set can be constructed in a very

Greater space than
that shown in the photographs should be

board (or panel, as the case may be).

When treated wood is used, a high re-

sistance leak is apparently provided by
the wooden base, as in the case of the set
under review, and the addition of a, leak
is not called for; in other cases one may.
be necessary. A short length of slate
pencil makes a good improvised leak; it
may be held between brass or copper clips
at each end.

The aerial tuner may be a single -slider
solenoid (which will give quite excellent
results) or a variometer or a tight- or loose -

The plate tuners may be slider -type

tails of which are given later.

These

variometer

Valve

coils are plugged into the sockets st to
s4 and s5 to s8, which are in pairs. The
two coils plugged in are in series with
each other in each case, and constitute a
for

anode

tuning:

sockets are used for this purpose, the pins
being soldered to the leads (which should
be flexible) of the coils. The relative
positions of the coils are altered, thus giving a variometer effect. Tuning is not at all critical ; it is,
in fact, slightly broad.

lightly to grip the pencil, thus making
contact with the plumbago. A short

This article describes
a set that will appeal
to those who are fond
of experimenting. An
unusual feature of the
receiver is the inclusion of 2 H.F. valves.

length of heavy -gauge wire would probably serve quite as well. The lead from

this slider goes to the secondary of the

L.F. transformer. Once the potentiometer
is adjusted under working conditions it
may remain untouched.

The basket coils tAed on this set for

anode tuning are : Four each of 90 turns
and, two each of 18o and 36o turns of 34 gauge wire, and two of 300 turns. of 40 or
42

With some types of L.F. transformer a
grid potential for the valve amplifying at
both frequencies may be found desirable,
especially if a loud -speaker is employed
or phone wires are run any distance from
the set.
Potentiometer
The potentiometer need not be bought;
in fact, one taking up less space than the
usual commercial article is quite easily
made from a lead pencil. A good H
pencil will be found to answer admirably.
The seams in the wood should be scraped
along their entire length, and after soaking for a few minutes in cold water, if a
thin, sharp knife is inserted into the seam,
it will open, leaving the plumbago embedded in one half. A gentle pull should
bring away the loosened case, leaving the
plumbago uninjured.
Two short strips of brass, each drilled

formers, but the larger coils are on
double formers, having cork or wood

cores, of y, in., 4 in. and i in. in length
respectively.

All are duolateral-wound

-that is, the wire
other slot.

is

passed into every

In this way quite a lot of

wire is contained on a comparatively small
former, though the air spacing between
wires remains large.
For broadcast reception of between 300

and Soo metres two of the 9o -turn coils
will tune each anode. The }arger coils
are for higher wavelengths. One each of
30o and 360 will be found about right for
F L (Paris) on 2,60o metres.
Aerial
The spring mattress is quite an excellent

substitute for an indoor aerial, and will

surprise those who have never previously
tried it. The results obtained with a fullsize aerial are really wonderful. There is
no need to cramp the set into small space,

ffey 'are fairly straight from point to

four valve sockets set up for

t and are kept as -far apart as possible
when crossing one another. Noises can be
set up when two leads are allowed to pass
too closely. Half an inch seems to be
ample spacing.

(20 -

gauge) was used for wiring
the set now described. Hertzite crystal gives good results,
but a good specimen of talite
gave somewhat better signals

(both with a silver contact).
The value of the fixed con-

Finer gauge wire may be

used, but as the wire is thinner the number of turns in each case should be less.
The inner diameter of these coils is about
1 in.
If it is more than this the number
of turns must be less in each case. The
first four are wound on single cardboard

with the object of - portability.
ngish leads do not matter much, so long

made holders may be used, or
Bell -wire

This wire may be d.c.c. or

except

For valve holders readyeach valve.

wire.

enamelled.

o--cp

+LTHT÷

0
PHONES

Fig. 2.-General Wiring Diagram and Lay -out of Panel.

densers is .002 microfarad,
with the exception of the

grid condenser, which is .0003:4' iat across

the H.T. battery may be larger, while in

many cases that shuntin! the phone% may
be omitted. The transformer is of un.known make, but apparently a good one,
ratio 1-4, retailed at about 14s. 6d., and
gives quite good results. There is abso-

lutely no distortion and no noise. Remember that a bad transformer can mar
a set, so get the best you can afford.

at one end to take a small screw and bent

in the form of two stairs (two "treads"
and a "riser") can be used to hold the
half -pencil down to the baseboard, from
which it should be iaised at each end by,
placing a thin piece of wood between its
under side and the baseboard. The two
strips, which make firm contact, with the
ends of the plumbago, are connected to
the positive and negative respectively of

The writer would suggest that the set

be built up on a base raised on two pieces
of quartering, say 2 in. by i in., and that
it should be provided with a cover. The
clearance of 2 in. under the base allows
for ample spacing. of connections. This

is certainly a better way of arranging a
set than setting up a panel upon a box,
because dust can so easily collect on the
surface of the panel.

The cover should be

provided with a few small holes for the
purpose of ventilating the set-damp and
dust should be excluded at any cost if
efficiency is to be maintained.

The clarity of reception of telephony,

both in phones and loud -speaker, is extra 41
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DUAL amplification circuits arc deserving of more attention than apparently

A

bestowed on them by the amateur.
There appears to be a feeling -among wire-

Efficiency
The life or the general efficiency of the
valve cannot be in question, as the filament

current remains approximately the same
whether it is used on the H.F. or L.F. side
or as a dual amplifier, the only difference
being that the grid has fed to it rectified
current superimposed on the H.F. current,
and the plate passes into its circuit both
frequencies. Obviously there is no greater
strain on a valve under these conditions
than when it is functioning solely as
radio- or audio -frequency amplifier. As
for difficulty in operating dual sets, the
one about to be described is far from
being "tricky"; in fact, most of the
annoying faults to be found in some

single- and multi -valve sets have yet to
make themselves known. The fact that
variable condensers find no place in this
set may account for its easy tuning.
The Circuit

The circuit illustrated in Fig.

i

is of

a cheaply and easily made set giving dual
amplification by one valve and a stage of
high -frequency amplification by the other,
a crystal serving as rectifier. It will be
seen that H.F. current is amplified by
both

valves

rectification_ takes
current induced in the

before

place, the L.F.

secondary of the L.F. transformer being
passed back via the A.T.I. to the grid

Left.-Photograph of Dual amplification Set.

REFLEX
OR
DUAL -

Below.-Photograph of
Rack of Panel.

AMPLIFICATION SET
the positive connection. When changing
valves, or connecting battery leads to the
set, this switch should remain open until
the filament current has been switched on
and the valve lighted. In this way burnt out filaments can be avoided.
Fig. 2 shows the wiring and general lay -

allotted to the plate tuner of the first

cut of the set, and should be helpful to

The tuners on the set as photographed
are for broadcast reception (four coils of
90 turns each). One of the large coils

coupler of any type: It need not be expensive, but it should be efficient. If a
slider -type tuner is used, see that the wire
is of heavy gauge, at any rate, for shortwave reception; it is then easier to adjust
the slider at its best. Fine adjustment results in louder signals.

(360) is also shown on the right.
The writer's set is built up on a piece

coils, but the writer uses basket coils, de-

the constructor.
With a low, very inefficient aerial
(single run, 4o ft. over-all, including lead-

in), very badly screened by tall trees and
high buildings, at a distance of five miles
the broadcasting station conies in at readable strength at some yards on a homemade loud -speaker, using only the second
valve. The loud -speaker, by the way, consists of an earpiece and a loud -speaker
diaphragm mounted in a simply -made

wooden box to which is attached an old
phonograph horn. No doubt a properly

constructed loud -speaker would give better

This set was originally designed
for only one valve, but later another was
added. This accounts for the small space
left for this tuner.
valve.

Tuners

of M. -in. American white -wood (bass) I i in.

by 22 in., mounted on two lengths of wood
in. by r in. The insulating properties

of two thin coats of shellac varnish are
sometimes underrated, but this may be because the fact is overlooked that it is

obviously no good laying a coat of insulating material on the outer surfaces

only of wood, for it is necessary after the
board is drilled to see that the inner sur-

at

face of all holes is given a

audio -frequency, and so to the phones.
When the switch connected with the
grid condenser between valves is in, the

efficiency of this wood, or

second valve is used alone, giving dual
(one stage of high- and one of low -fre-

very favourably with ebonite,

of the first

valve for amplification

quency) amplification.

coat also. If this is done the

mahogany, or oak, seems to
be fairly high and to compare
which is more difficult to

In this way the

work and more expensive.
Although in the diagrams a

first valve is cut out and only the second
used. This latter then acts as dual -amplifier, the L.F. current being fed back to the
grid of this valve. When this switch is
open both valves are in use. The righthand contact of this switch
omitted.

may

be

The switch behind the L.T. terminals
when open cuts off' both L.T. and H.T.
(in

the

negative connection

of

both).

grid -leak

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram of Dual -amplification Receiver.

provided,

especially

if

ebonite is used for the base-

results, and with an. ordinary aerial the

potentiometer' might be considerable.
The switch with the longer knife on the

inexpensive manner.

right (front) merely cuts off the. H.T. in

ferably a variable one) may
be

period, during which leakage across the

the set is out of use for any lengthy

is included in the

coupling to the second valve,
it was not found necessary on
the writer's set. A leak (pre-

results should be all that could be desired.
Using the wire mattress of a bedstead,
one valve (the second) gives loud signals
in the phones. Bed -clothes and even a
person in bed make no difference in signal strength.

Primarily the purpose of this switch is to
cut off the L.T. accumulator, the object
being to obviate the slow discharge of the
battery through the potentiometer when

confetti WiretiSS

A sliding contact is
provided by another strip of brass or copper (about 25 in. by M in.), bent so as
the accumulator.

is

less enthusiasts generally that a dual circuit is a "freak" circuit, though nothing
could be further from the truth. Some
argue that a valve cannot be expected to
function well as both high- and low -frequency amplifier at the same time.
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The set can be constructed in a very

Greater space than
that shown in the photographs should be

board (or panel, as the case may be).

When treated wood is used, a high re-

sistance leak is apparently provided by
the wooden base, as in the case of the set
under review, and the addition of a, leak
is not called for; in other cases one may.
be necessary. A short length of slate
pencil makes a good improvised leak; it
may be held between brass or copper clips
at each end.

The aerial tuner may be a single -slider
solenoid (which will give quite excellent
results) or a variometer or a tight- or loose -

The plate tuners may be slider -type

tails of which are given later.

These

variometer

Valve

coils are plugged into the sockets st to
s4 and s5 to s8, which are in pairs. The
two coils plugged in are in series with
each other in each case, and constitute a
for

anode

tuning:

sockets are used for this purpose, the pins
being soldered to the leads (which should
be flexible) of the coils. The relative
positions of the coils are altered, thus giving a variometer effect. Tuning is not at all critical ; it is,
in fact, slightly broad.

lightly to grip the pencil, thus making
contact with the plumbago. A short

This article describes
a set that will appeal
to those who are fond
of experimenting. An
unusual feature of the
receiver is the inclusion of 2 H.F. valves.

length of heavy -gauge wire would probably serve quite as well. The lead from

this slider goes to the secondary of the

L.F. transformer. Once the potentiometer
is adjusted under working conditions it
may remain untouched.

The basket coils tAed on this set for

anode tuning are : Four each of 90 turns
and, two each of 18o and 36o turns of 34 gauge wire, and two of 300 turns. of 40 or
42

With some types of L.F. transformer a
grid potential for the valve amplifying at
both frequencies may be found desirable,
especially if a loud -speaker is employed
or phone wires are run any distance from
the set.
Potentiometer
The potentiometer need not be bought;
in fact, one taking up less space than the
usual commercial article is quite easily
made from a lead pencil. A good H
pencil will be found to answer admirably.
The seams in the wood should be scraped
along their entire length, and after soaking for a few minutes in cold water, if a
thin, sharp knife is inserted into the seam,
it will open, leaving the plumbago embedded in one half. A gentle pull should
bring away the loosened case, leaving the
plumbago uninjured.
Two short strips of brass, each drilled

formers, but the larger coils are on
double formers, having cork or wood

cores, of y, in., 4 in. and i in. in length
respectively.

All are duolateral-wound

-that is, the wire
other slot.

is

passed into every

In this way quite a lot of

wire is contained on a comparatively small
former, though the air spacing between
wires remains large.
For broadcast reception of between 300

and Soo metres two of the 9o -turn coils
will tune each anode. The }arger coils
are for higher wavelengths. One each of
30o and 360 will be found about right for
F L (Paris) on 2,60o metres.
Aerial
The spring mattress is quite an excellent

substitute for an indoor aerial, and will

surprise those who have never previously
tried it. The results obtained with a fullsize aerial are really wonderful. There is
no need to cramp the set into small space,

ffey 'are fairly straight from point to

four valve sockets set up for

t and are kept as -far apart as possible
when crossing one another. Noises can be
set up when two leads are allowed to pass
too closely. Half an inch seems to be
ample spacing.

(20 -

gauge) was used for wiring
the set now described. Hertzite crystal gives good results,
but a good specimen of talite
gave somewhat better signals

(both with a silver contact).
The value of the fixed con-

Finer gauge wire may be

used, but as the wire is thinner the number of turns in each case should be less.
The inner diameter of these coils is about
1 in.
If it is more than this the number
of turns must be less in each case. The
first four are wound on single cardboard

with the object of - portability.
ngish leads do not matter much, so long

made holders may be used, or
Bell -wire

This wire may be d.c.c. or

except

For valve holders readyeach valve.

wire.

enamelled.

o--cp
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Fig. 2.-General Wiring Diagram and Lay -out of Panel.

densers is .002 microfarad,
with the exception of the

grid condenser, which is .0003:4' iat across

the H.T. battery may be larger, while in

many cases that shuntin! the phone% may
be omitted. The transformer is of un.known make, but apparently a good one,
ratio 1-4, retailed at about 14s. 6d., and
gives quite good results. There is abso-

lutely no distortion and no noise. Remember that a bad transformer can mar
a set, so get the best you can afford.

at one end to take a small screw and bent

in the form of two stairs (two "treads"
and a "riser") can be used to hold the
half -pencil down to the baseboard, from
which it should be iaised at each end by,
placing a thin piece of wood between its
under side and the baseboard. The two
strips, which make firm contact, with the
ends of the plumbago, are connected to
the positive and negative respectively of

The writer would suggest that the set

be built up on a base raised on two pieces
of quartering, say 2 in. by i in., and that
it should be provided with a cover. The
clearance of 2 in. under the base allows
for ample spacing. of connections. This

is certainly a better way of arranging a
set than setting up a panel upon a box,
because dust can so easily collect on the
surface of the panel.

The cover should be

provided with a few small holes for the
purpose of ventilating the set-damp and
dust should be excluded at any cost if
efficiency is to be maintained.

The clarity of reception of telephony,

both in phones and loud -speaker, is extra 41
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Sets depending upon valve
ordinary.
rectification are far behind the faithful
reproduction of speech and music obtained
The crystal,
with crystal rectification.

after all, is a much better rectifier than the
valve, though it has none of the amplify-

greater claims to popularity than the valve
as a rectifier.
Using only one valve on this set, the results are equal to two valves and a crystal;
using the two valves, the resultant signals
are equal to those of good sets employing
three valves -and a crystal. Good hard

BROADCAST
TELEPHONY

ing qualities characteristic of the -latter.
The statement that two valves and a crys- valves will give best results, as they are
Some of these transmissions are commercial
.tal are not quite equal to three valves is used -on these sets only for amplifying.
official. Wavelengths and times are liable
true, but only where amplitude of sound Valves of different makes may be em- or
to alteration without notice. The times given
is concerned. A slightly lesser volume, ployed, a separate filament resistance being are according to Greenwich Mean Time.
plus greatly increased clearness -of speech used for each, but the plate potential may
London B.B.C. Station (2 L 0), 365 metres.
and music,

certainly give the

crystal

be the same for both.

W. S.

MY PET WIRELESS GRIEVANCE
(Concluded from page

26o)

mateurs are forced to stay up until twelve increase, and that my set never works
o'clock and -later in order to carry out when visitors are present, and that- the
their experiments

think that

the broadcast listener
studied these points his attitude would
change a great 'deal.
He is the youngest of the large wireless
family and therefore should be willing to
give way to his elder brothers. --A. S.
I

if

BROWN (Loudon, S.E.).

Post Office people never forget to remind

me about the renewal of my licence,
don't think I have a pet grievance.
Apart from the fact - that the "atmospherics " excuse is wearing rather thin,
and that the best programmes are always
given -on the nights when I am out, and

that the man next door is continually

scratching his crystal, and that the phrase
"Please stand by for two minute's " gets
Accumulators
on my nerves, and that Greenwich is
ACCUMULATORS ! That sums up in one word
always several minutes -- wrong by my
my pet wireless. grievance. But I suppose watch, everything is bliss and joy.
I must give some reasons for my dislike
If only dull -emitters were the price of
fdr these unfortunate, unoffending, but ex- bright -emitters, and my aerial did not get
tremely useful pieces of apparatus. The used as a clothes line, and the family
accumulator itself is not the cause of my would let me use the set for experimental
v.-rath--in some cases I believe it may purposes sometimes, and a cat -proof H.T.
become quite an ornamental object, and a battery could be invented, and there were
good, large specimen gives its owner a ,-fewer wireless papers or more days in the
feeling of worth and consequence -but it week to read them in, and AMATEUR WIREis the troubles incident upon its upkeep. LESS came out .twice a week, wireless
First of all there is the fatigue -of con- would be a very jolly game indeed.
tinually carrying several pounds weight
The one thing that does get my goat is,
round to the nearest garage and back. why can't electrons be made non-oscillatLinked with this objection there is the able
F. STANLEY (Highgate).
kindred trouble of. constant expense. Lam
not a plutocrat. Lastly, there is the question of -stray acid. When one finds oneFOUR
self sitting on a little pool of it -well !
I had great hopes When, at the last
wireless exhibition, the new. .o6 ampere

valves made their appearance. But, alas'.
hen one was tried on my dual-amplifica:ion set (which seems to have the remarktbie property of working well on alternate

day's), however well the said valve may
have been working on a "straight " set,
and although tried on one of the dual amplification's good -days, the trial was a
distinct and absolute failure. Apparently I
must grin and bear with my accumulators.
I have one consolation, however: I can
grumble at them without being answered
back !-IT. S. HARDWICK (Forest

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"
HANDBOOKS- is. Gd. EACH

WIRELESS TELEPHONY
EXPLAINED

SIMPLE CRYSTAL
RECEIVING SETS
WIRELESS COMPONENT
PARTS
SIMPLE VALVE
RECEIVING SETS

If only -

Weekdays, 3.30 p.m. to 4.3o p.m., conceit ;
5 p.m. to 5.30 p.m., women's half-hour; 5.30
p.m. to 6.15 p.m., children's stories' 7 p.m.
to 10.30 p.m., concert and news.
Sundays,
3 p.m. to 5 p.m., concert; 8.3o p.m. to 10.30
p.m., concert and news.
Manchester B.B.C. Station (2 Z Y), 375
metres. Weekdays, 3.3o p.m., concert; 5 p.m..

women's half-hour ; 5.25 p.m., farmers' weather
report ; 5.3o p.m., children's hour ; 6.2o p.m. to
7.15 p.m. and 7.45 p.m. to 10.30 p.m., concert
and news. Sundays, 8.3o p.m. to 10.25 p.m.,
concert and news, etc.
Birmingham B.B.C. Station (5 I T), 475
metres. Weekdays, 3.3o p.m. to 4.3o p.m..

concert; 5.3o p.m. to 6 p.m., women's halfhour ; 6 p.m. to 6.45 p.m., children's hour ;
7 p.m. to 10.30 p.m., concert and news. Sundays, 8.3o p.m. to 10.30 p.m., concert and
news, etc.
Newcastle B.B.C. Station (5 N 0), 4o.
metres. Weekdays, 3.45 p.m., concert; 4.45

p.m., women's half-hour; 5.15 p.m., children's

hour; 6 p.m., scholars' half-hour; 7 p.m.
10.30 p.m., concert, news.

to it p.m., concert and news, etc.

Cardiff B.B.C. Station (5 W A), 35o metres.

Weekdays, 3.30 p.m. to 4.3o p.m., concert;
-5.30 p.m. to 6 p.m., women's half-hour ;

6 p.m. to 6 45 p.m., children's hour ; 7 p.m.
to 10.3o p.m., concert and news.
Sundays,
8.10 p.nl. to It p.m., concert and news.
Glasgow B.B.C. Station (5 S C), 420 metres.
Weekdays, 3.3o p.m. to 4.30 p.m., concert;
5

p.m.

to

5.3o

p.m., women's

CASSELL & CO., LTD.,

always runs out at the critical moment,
and that oscillation appears to be on- the

LA BELLE SAUVAGE, E.C.4.

half-hour ;

5.30 p.m. to 6 p.m., children's hour; 7 p.m.
to 10.30 p.m.,' concert and news. Sundays,

8.30 p.m. to 10.45 p.m., concert and news, etc.
Bournemouth B.B.C. Station (6 B M), 385
Metres. 'Weekdays, 3.45 p.m. to 4.3o p.m.,
concert ; 5.15 p.m. to 10.15 p.m., concert and
news.

Sundays,

8.3o

p.m.

10.15

to

p.m.,

concert and news.
Aberdeen B.B.C. Station (2 B D), 495 metres.
Weekdays, 3.3o p.m. to 4.3o p.m., concert ;
5
p.m. to 6 p.m., women's half-nour and
children's corner ; 7 p.m. to 10.30 p.m., concert
and news. Sundays, 8.3o p.m. to 10.30 p.m.,
concert and news.
Sheffield (Relay) B.B.C. Station (6 F L), 303

Programme relayed from one of the
main stations daily.
metres.

KOnigswusterhausen (L

P), 2,800 metres.

Daily, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., Stock Exchange news;
a.m. to 12.3o p.m., news and concert'
4 p.m. to 5.30 p.m., Stock Exchange news.
Croydon (G E D), goo metres. Daily.

Eiffel Tower (F L),

2,600 metres.

Daily,

6.40 a.m. to 7 a.m., weather forecast; 11 a.m.
to 11.3o a.m., weather forecast; 3.4o p.m.,
Stock Exchange news; 5.3o p.m. (Saturdays
excepted), Bourse closing prices; 6.io p.m.,
7 p.m., and 7.20 p.m. (Sundays only), concert
and news ; to p.m., weather forecast.
Paris
metres.

Concerts Radiola

concert ;

also concert from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.;

(S

F

R),

1,72o

Daily, 12.3o p.m., concert and news;
1.45
first Bourse report; 4.3o p.m.,
Bourse closing prices; 4.45 p.m., concert and
news ; 6.45 p.m., news; 8.3o p.m. to 9.3o p.m.,
so to 10.45 p.m. on Sundays.

Rome -11 C D), 3,200 metres.

EXCEPT for the .fact that my accumulator

to

Sundays, 8.3o p.m.

Daily, 10 a.m.
Ecole Superieure des Postes et Telegraphes,
45o metres. 3.3o p.m. to 4 p.m. (Wednesday
and Friday), 7.45 p.m. to so p.m. (Tuesday
and Thursday), 2.3o p.m. to 7.3o p.m. (Saturday), concerts.
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Making a Simple Rotor

AAN ordinary tennis ball with the outer
covering removed makes an excellent
rotor. Two holes should be cut in the ball

to enable the connections to be made inside, and two thick cardboard or rubber

It will be seen that the spring contacts,
which

normally lie apart,

are forced

together at the overlapping points when

the studs on the switch are turned ,up

beneath them. When A and D make contact the coil is' connected direct to the

When c

aerial without die condenser.

centre; two cheeks

in. thick and 3% in.

in diameter, with an
hole in the,
centre; and a length of 4 B.A. rod and
three 4 B.A. nuts.
Run four slots into the cheeks, as shown',
in the diagram, to within
in. froth the,
centre; run four corresponding .slots
in.'
;34'.

F connect, the condenser is in series;
it is in parallel when A and D and n and
E connect. Ordinary brass screw heads
F. G. G.
can be used as studs.

and

Valve Safety Device
THE illustration shows a novel safety
device which at the cost of a few pence

RINGS
A Simple Rotor.

rings should be fitted over the holes to
form the flanges on which to commence
the windings. The cardboard rings will
adhere quite firmly if glued on, but rubber
rings can be affixed with rubber solution.
The completed rotor should be well
shellacked before being used. If it is
used with an ordinary piece of 3 -in. cardboard tubing as a stator an excellent
variometer can be constructed. H. V.

obviates the risk of burning out the valve
filament should an incorrect connection or
other fault cause the valve filament to be
short-circuited across the H.T. supply.
An ebonite extension arm about i M. in.
long by !ii in. thick, provided with a plain
hole at one end for the lamp holder and
a slot at the other end sufficiently wide

This is arranged

0

aA

a series -

washer, over the top and through again.
Do this two or three times at each of the
four slots and your coil is finished and
J. MCG.
ready for work.

STANDARD
HOLDER

Nr-INSULATED
PORTION OF

THIS is simply a fixed condenser with
BRASS
STRIP

OF PLu,,,

one set of plates joined up in series

and a tapping taken from each of the

other set of plates. These may be taken
to studs mounted on an ebonite panel, and

ARM

0

Novel Valve Safety Device.

/ FIXED CONDENSER
DIELECTRIC

to pass the screwed metal portion of the

0
k-

Simple Variable Condenser

"r"--- METAL PORTION

SLOT IN
EBONITE

O
END VIEW
OF BARREL

Wind your coil and bind by putting

a thread through the slot in the centre

PLUG

below.

deep in the centre washer; then lock the
washer and cheeks together with three
nuts.

4V BULB

Barrel Switch
AFORM of barrel switch that can be
constructed by amateurs is shown

Slab -coil Winder.

PERIMETER --4-1

OF BARREL

COPPER
FOIL

wander plug, is required. The slot should
be long enough to, allow a free passage
for the insulated connecting wire, which
is carried right through the metal portion
of the plug to the body of the lampholder.
A thin strip of brass clamped underneath

the ebonite arm provides- the necessary
return connection to the live portion of
C. A. L.
the wander plug.

0
EBONITE

Slab -coil Winder

KNOB

WITH the winder described below
Details of Barrel Switch.

parallel switch for a tuning condenser,
which can also be cut out of circuit altogether. The method of construction is
clear from the diagrams.

slab coils may be hound with thread
without removing the former cheeks, thus
avoiding the necessity of dipping them in
wax, which-is particularly undesirable
with small coils. All that is required are

a centre washer r in. in diameter and
in. thick, with an ;8 -in.. hole in the

TERMINALS

Variable Condenser.

capacity increased or decreased by
means of a switch arm. For fine tuning
this can be shunted by a vernier condenser
R. G. M.
if desired.
the

mateur Wireless
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one question
at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, lay -outs, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing querist's name and
address. Always send stamped addressed envelope and Coupon (p. 287.)
Non -oscillating Two -valve Receiver

cure your trouble. The H.T. voltage might

Q.-I have been using a single -valve reaction
circuit, and never had any difficulty in making
it oscillate. I have now added a note magnifier

oscillating. --A. L. M. D.
Switching for Three -valve Set

A.-There is a certain advantage, because
also be cut down if the set still persists in u -hen using bare wire the ebnstructor of the

receiver takes very good care to keep all the

and am unable to get the best results from
Q.-I am about to construct a three -valve
the set because I cannot bring the circuits set having one stage of high frequency, a deanywhere near the oscillation point. How tector and one low -frequency stage: Please
can I improve matters ? Circuit enclosed.- give a diagram showing how to change reaction
C. V. (Nottingham).
from the high -frequency transformer to the
A.-From the diagram it appears that you secondary circuit inductance, to cut out the

- have not fitted a fixed condenser

across the primary of the low -

bare wires as far away from each other as

possible in order to obviate the risk' of short
circuits. This reduces the capacities between
the various leads, and makes for much more

efficient working, especially in high -frequency
circuits. When using covered wire, there is

always a tendency to place the leads too
clOse together, in the belief that
as long as the wires cannot
touch everything is certain to be
all right. -B.

frequency transformer. This will

account for lack of oscillation.

The condenser across the primary

Id

winding should have a capacity
of .002 microfarad, although the
capacity value is not critical. A
condenser of reliable make should

be used.-P.

Variable or Fixed Grid Leaks ?

L.r.

Q.-Is it advisble to incorporate a variable grid leak in an

ordinary straight circuit -

LI

M. J. M. (Bromley).

;+LT.
°4HT

Number of Plates Required for
Condenser

Q.-Will you please state the
number of plates required for a -

A.-It is certainly useful to

have a variable grid leak in any
circuit, as if different valves are

used as detector, different values

of grid leak will be advisable.
Three -valve *mutt with Switching Arrangements.
Rather than use a variable leak
the' writer prefers to use a numA.-Use ten pieces of copper -foil, with an high -frequency valve, and to change the ber of fixed leaks in conjunction with a
overlay of about 2 in. by x in. Sheets of direction of the reaction coil.-J. H. (Grimsby). variable condenser.-W.
mica (slightly larger than, the plates and .002
A.-The illustration shows the switching Accumulators Not Retaining Charge
fixed condenser of .ox microfarad
capacity ?-M. P. (Birmingham).

in, in thickness) will be suitable for the dielectric. If it is intended to use this condenser

across the high-tension battery care should
be taken to see that the insulation is perfect
and that the two sets of foils do not touch.W.
Variable Condenser to Tuned Variometer

Q.-Is there any advantage in using a variable
condenser in conjunction with a variometer ?
-J. P. (Chorleywood).

A.-A variable condenser will not assist

much as far as fineness of tuning is concerned,
but if it is desired to heighten or lower the wavelength of the variometer a fixed condenser will
come in very useful. To lower the wavelength

of the aerial circuit connect the condenser
between the aerial side of the variometer and
the aerial terminal. The condenser should be

connected in parallel with the terminals of
the variometer to lengthen the wavelength.

-w.

Self -oscillation with- H.F. Amplifier
Q.-I ]rave a high -frequency amplifier,

which gives good results, but there is great

difficulty in preventing self -oscillation.

A

potentiometer is fitted, but this does not seem
to give sufficiently delicate regulation. I do
not use a reaction coil, and would like to know
if any improvenint can be effected.-G. P. K.
(Hampstead).
A.-Many commercial potentiometers suffer

from the fault you mention. A good plan is
to remove the wire from the potentiometer
former and wind it on a Small bobbin. The

former can then be wound full of No. 3o

required. You are advised to use the ordinary
form of change -over switch such as the knife -

Q. --Kindly tell me what is wrong with a battery of accumulators. These are fully charged,

interior of a receiver ?---B. H. (Dover).

are affected, carefully scrape and scrub them,
until the white film is got rid of and recharge
at half normal rate for a lengthy period until
the proper colour again. It is not a pleasant

blade pattern, With a fair distance between but I can only get a small proportion of discontacts. On no account use key or Dewar charge from them.-M. G. R. (Portsmouth).
switches in high -frequency circuits, unless
A.-The usual reason for low efficiency in a
specially made for this class of work. In the battery of accumulators lies in either of two
diagram the switch si is used for cutting out things : sulphated plates, or loss of active
the high -frequency stage, sz changes over material. If the positive plates look rusty inreaction from the closed circuit coil 1,2 to stead of a chocolate brown after fully charging,
the high -frequency transformer marked H.F. and have whitish patches, this indicates the
and switch S3 is used for changing the direc- presence of insoluble lead sulphate, which being
tion of the reaction coil.-P.
inactive contributes nothing to the output
and much reduces the capacity of the cells,
Internal Wiring of Receiver
Q.-Is there any advantage in using bare according to its extent. There is no real
wire in preference to insulatd wire, or bare remedy when sulphation has gone too far.
wire covered with sleeving, for wiring up the The best way is to withdraw such plates as
-

QUERY COUPONS
Pressure upon our Information Bureau continues to
grow. We are reluctantly
compelled to give notice that

in future any query with
which a coupon is not enclosed will be ignored by
When you ask a Question,

connected on one side to the positive filament,

SEND A COUPON

The bobbin is

and on the other to one end of the 50 -ohms
The other end of this resistance
is connected to the negative filament. This
resistance.

will give very delicate adjustment. and should

as old plates are very fragile and sometimes
drop to pieces with their own weight. Then

replacing after treatment, see that the acid
electrolyte is of correct strength, and if any

doubt exists wash out the glass boxes and refill with fresh acid, sp. gr. 1.20o. When loss of capacity is due to the active material
coming away from the lead grids, owing to age

'or overcharging, it can usually be diagnosed
by the presence of a quantity of brown. deposit
at the bottom of the glass boxes, and nothing

can be done to restore the full capacity but

It is a trouble that usually
first starts by too zealous charging in the direction of putting in too great a charge in relation
to the discharge current required. After /a
re -pasting the grids.

us.

S.W.G. resistance wire, so that it has a resistance

of something like 5o ohms.

process,nor is it free from risk in amateur hands,

AND STAMPED

ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

time the plates suffer through repeated overcharging, and the rapid evolution of the gases
disintegrates the paste. The next time charging is done the, effects are enhanced, because

the original capacity of the battery is still
further reduced.-A.
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Anyone can build up
Peto Scott Units

-they fit together accurately because
they are all standardised.

Condenser
Unit

particulars of the
Peto-Scott Unit System
are given in the new
48 -page Catalogue (post
free 3d.), and in PetooriFull

Scott's Wireless Book,
Is. 3d. (Is. 5d. post
free).

Reactode Unit No.

THE great point of difference between Peto-Scott
Standardised Radio Units
and other Receiving Sets sold

to be

good.

There is no

doubt as to whether the Set
will work. Scores of thou-

in sets of parts lies in the great
simplicity of assembly.

sands of Peto-Scott Units are
giving good service all over

Because every panel is drilled
and tapped to size to fit components built for the purpose,

for over two years. Remember, there is no Unit System

the country-many of them

any amateur-entirely with-

half so flexible or as economical as the Peto-Scott Systemwhy not send for a Catalogue

a couple of hours, or even

build up the most efficient

out previous experience-can
assemble a Peto-Scott Unit in

'

chain, the results are certain

And because each Unit
is a link in a carefully planned
less.

now and read how you can
type of Three -Valve Set for a
little over £7.

PRICES IN SETS OF PARTS FOR HOME CONSTRUCTION.

1. Tuner Unit
24/9 5. L.F. Unit
34/6
2. Condenser Unit
34/6 6. Crystal Detector Unit 15/6
3. H.F. Unit
14/9 7. Reactode Unit
28/6
4. Detector Unit
19/ All Royalties paid. Engraving on Panels 2/- extra. Cabinets
3/6 extra, except No. 2, which is 4/6. Postage paid on orders
of £2 and over. Full instructions with every box.

Crystal Deteclor Unit No. 6
Detector Unit No. 4

FINISHED INSTRUMENTS.
I

Tuner Unit No.

41/3
53/6
31/6
38/6

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4

No. 5
No. 6
No. 7

lit. Unit No. 3

47/ -

25/All Aerial -Tested

I

45/ -

MAIL ORDERS.

You will save three to

Peto -Scott Co.. Ltd.

Head Office: 64 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1
BRANCHES( Liverpool99.
k -Cardiff-

H4OLORN, W.C.1
Manchester2.eeri sltrreeLt

-

- 49,

four days' delay by
sending mail orders

direct to 64, High Holborn London, as all mail
orders are despatched
from that address.
Galmt Ad. 579

Ornartur Wes
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Jones, the Editor of AMATEUR WIRELESS,

shortly); a 'Filtofone attachment (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.); an Edison
Bell crystal receiver (J. E. Hough, Ltd.);
a complete one -valve receiver (Economic
Electric, Ltd.); two L.F, amplifying units
(City Accumulator Co., Ltd.);
two
" Sparta " loud -speakers (Fuller's United
Electric Works, Ltd.); "A" type adjustable phones (S. G. Brown, Ltd.); H.T.
batteries (Siemens, Ltd.); " Ora " valves
(Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd.); Cossor
Pi and P2 valves (A. C. Cossor, Ltd.);
Marconi Osram R5V valves (General
Electric Co., Ltd.); and Ediswan AR
valves (Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.).

who took as his subject " The Simplicity
of Wireless."

kindly supplied accumulators and other

WIRELESS'

The Editor's Lecture
at Ipswich
4
(By Courtesy of the " East Anglian Daily Times")

Memorial Hall, Ipswich,

TIE

was crowded to its capacity on Wednesday, Feb. zo, when, under the auspices
of the Ipswich and District Radio Society,

a lecture was given by. Mr. Bernard E.

The Mayor of Ipswich (Dr. J.

R.

received from G. Davenport (Wireless),
Ltd., of 99-105, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.1.
From the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.,
Cumberland Avenue, Park Royal,
N.W.to, we have received a catalogue of

of

sets and components.

CABINETS YOU WANT

PICKETT'S CABINETS-they're good

value, from 1'6 each, highly polished.

Cabinet (A.M.) Works, Albion Rd.r
Bexley Heath, S.E.
Write /or luts

The WEBBER All -Way COIL HOLDER

A two coil holder with
finest a dj u st m e n t at

present on the market.
Mos mg coil has both

Messrs. Boddey, Page and Co., of Ipswich,

paralleland rotary movement to give vernier
adjustment.

PRICE 21/-.

equipment.]

CATALOGUE FREE
N. V. WEBBER & CO. Walton -on -Thames, Surrey

Staddon) presided, supported by Mr. R.
Stanley

Lewis, the president of the
Ipswich Society, and others.
Demonstrations of various sets of wireless followed the lecture. A very hearty
vote of thanks was accorded the lecturer
on the motion of the Mayor, seconded by
Mr. R. Stanley Lewis.

CATALOGUES

-

DETAILS of, and instructions for using,
their two -stage low -frequency amplifier are given in a booklet received from
the General Electric Co., Ltd., of Magnet
House, Kingsway, W.C.2.

THE quality Tr.n.former

noted for high amplifiation factor with complete
absence or distortion.

AAIATEUR WIRELESS
(03 se Oct. :7th) says ')

[At the conclusion of the lecture, and
Readers in the neighbourhood of Southafter the Mayor had left the chair, mem- port can hire 6 volt 90 ampere -hour
bers of the Ipswich Radio Society and accumulators from Oddie and Culshaw,
friends-probably as many as 15o people- Ltd., of Yellow House Lane, by paying
thronged round the platform to inspect the Z1 deposit and 25. per week for reexhibits, amongst these being a two -valve
set designed by the staff of AMATEUR WIRE-

LESS and built by Messrs. Peto-Scott Co.,
Ltd. (it will be described in AMATEUR

Price 18/6

Sold only by
PETO-SCOTT Co.' Ltd.
ti4,

111.4ft

Ho bra,

and branches

W.C.I

charging.

L.F.Transformer

The February issue of their "Wireless
Bulletin "

trade)

the

(for

M 1.110

IA

EilL

really go .d tramformer."

been

has

UNCLE

rvi

a.. a iv a-

" Uncle Tom" of

- UNCLE TOM," Newcastle's First Station Director Calling.

PAYNE and HORNSBY

the Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the ONLY FIRM in Creat Bt itain with ACTUAL Broadcasting Experience
too ft. 1/11
Aerial Wire, 7/22
1/6
too It
Indoor Aerial, 7/25
1/6 to 2/9
Crystal Detectors, glass enclosed
enclosed,
Crystal Detectors, Perikon, glass
2/3
complete with crystal
1/9
Catwhiskers, gold 2d.; doz.
9d.
Catwhiskers, silver Id.; doz.
3d.
each
Packets Mixed Whiskers
7d.
Hertzite Crystal and 6 Whiskers

Condenser

Scales,

0-180

Aerial, Earth and Phone Name Tabs

each
each
doz.

2 B.A. and 4 B.A. Nuts
W.O. Terminals, with Nut and Washer each

Telephone
each
Knobs
2 B.A.
Fixed Condensers, .not to .003, .0001 to . 0005
1/8, 2/-, 2/6, 4/6,
Filament Resistances,
with Vernier
,.

The New Microstat Filament Resistance
Filament Resistance Dials, in Ivorine
Complete Circle, White or Black
Pin Terminals, screw patterns

Magnetic Amalgo Crystal Fixer
18 Gauge Tinned Copper Wire for connect-

Ebonite, cut any size while you wait

Mail orders dispatched same day.

send ample postage.

2d.

8d.
5/7/.
2/9

lid.
lid.
4d.
1/8

each

Egg and Shell

price, to clear

each
lb.

id.

lid.
2d.
3/6

Please

Excess will he refunded.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Business Hours, 9 to 8. Open Wednesdays, 1 to 7
Wednesdays, 9 to 1.
Wholesale only.

Plugs and Jacks

Switches on Ebonite, S.P.D.T.

D.P.D.T.
3/- & 3/3
B.A. Screwed Rod, 1 ft. lengths
20.
H.T. Batteries with Plugs 30 volts, 4/6; 36 volts
5/8
ho volts, 6/6; go volts ,
12/6
Tapped Inductance Coil, 20 tappings, 2/3 & 2/6
Variometers
2/- to 21/ -

,

Single Basket Coll Holders
2 Coil Holders (duolateral
coils)

11 /-

COMPLETE SETS of PARTS to make
Dia-

Variable
.00:

:°0o°o°52.

Vernier, 4/-.

ERICSSON E. V. TYPE HEADPHONES
Uncle
pair

12/HELLESEN'S DRY BATTERIES
1.5

volts

2/8

8/6/5/-

Tin Foil
Copper Foil, 6 in wide
Flex
Valve

with

1/4

Knob

.00073

7/.

:01031

5/6
4/8

per large sheet
ft.

Id.

yd.

2d.

15/6

Sd.

Hertzite, Midite, Cecosite, Atomite anti Con
cite Crystals in stock.

All

With our 11/6 Set Manchester, Glasgow and Newcastle have been heard frequently in one night
on the one set.

Sd.

Holders, with Nuts

Earth Clips

All stamped B.B.0 and all guaranteed 23 miles,

13/6

complete

11-

9d.
1/2

Potentiometers

WONDERFUL VALUE in CRYSTAL SETS

11/6

Condensers,

and Dial, finest workmanship-

New British THORPE VALVE, 10/-

" Tiger " Brand for Dull Emitter Valves

pair

Wedge
Ebonite Condenser Knob and Dial

TOFine
CLEAR-LARGE
STOCK
quality switch arms, each 7d.
known throughout the North as
Tom's" Marconi -Ericsson

Coil

Coils, Plugs, flat type

£2 10 0

Ditto, Two Valves

1/3
5/3
6/6

Holders
Phone Cords
3

OneValve Amplifier with Handsome Ebonite Panel,
Ebonite Terminals, Wires and
gram. A child can construct

1/4 & 1/6

2

L.F. TRANSFORMERS

British Made and guaranteed, each

3/8
5/6

superior make

Headphones
25/.; our

In Boxes, Handsome Finish, each bearing a guarantee and stamped B.B.C.

ed.
ed.

Spade

ing up, 3 yds. 2d.; too ft.
Insulators, large reel
small reel, 2 for

lid.
lid.

Co.'s

ohms, maker's price

16/6
ONE VALVE AMPLIFIERS

4,000

2d.

id.
nci.

SPECIAL OFFER

Equipment

Radio

7!-

5d. & 6d.

Mail Orders to be sent to Heart Office

and Stores:
CALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

"Uncle Tom" PAYNE and HORNSBY, Gallowgate, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE
Telephone: 3804 CENTRAL

66, Camden Street, NORTH SHIELDS.

Telephone, 743 North Shields.

Rimier Avenue, SUNDERLAND. Telephone, 243 Sunderland.

II

CALL SIGNS

-

-

61

R. 6K

W

II

II

Ocean Road, SOUTH SHIELDS.
Russell Street, SOUTH SHIELDS.
Telephone, 769 South Shields

hoes).
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The "Ediswan

II

reputation is your protection
Nothing provides better proof of " Ediswan "
superiority than the growing number of letters
from satisfied users. Here are more examples

showing the wisdom of buying " a valve with a
name behind it."
" Leicester, February 6th, 1924.

A.R. Valves.
I am able to receive all B.B.C. Stations on my 2 -Valve Set, H.F. and
Dec. home made. I have now had these 2 valves in constant use since last

May, which speaks only too well of their good quality and long life.

I consider them superior to any other make on the market."

" L. Renals."
A Wireless -Officer states-

Portsmouth, January 19th, 1924.

A.R. Valves.
" As W.T. Experimental Officer of this ship, I can assure you that I
have tried an enormous number of valves, both British and Foreign, but
in the future I shall use nothing but your A.R. Valves. It is both surprising and pleasing to get a valve so extraordinarily good."

Type " A.R." and " R " 12/6.

Type " A.R.D.E." 21/ (Dull Emitter.)

Type A.R. .06, 30/,
can be run off dry cells.

Have you had your FREE copy of illustrated booklet " The
Thermionic Valve"? If not, send a postcard to -day.
Your Dealer holds stocks to supply you. If not,
write us direct, giving his name and address.

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.,Ltd.;
123/125 Queen Victoria St., E.C.4, and 71 Victoria St,, S.W.1.

Buy
British
Goods
Only.

,C,Itractors to H.M. Admiralty, War Office, Royal A 'r Porce.

The safety cap (Prov. Pat.), which is
now fitted to all Ediswan Valves.
The filament pins are shorter in
length than the plate and grid
pins, thus avoiding any
chance of making surface contact with the
wrong sockets

Works: Ponders End, Middlesex.

Branches in all
ag

ICASW
.A
Av

"iv

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

Principal Towne.

s3.

POST PAID
WIRELESS
AT KEEN PRICES
Plugs,

Wander

fled

and

Black,

per pair

each
Handy Valve Holder
600 Wireless Questions Answered ...
Hear Easy Phone Cushions, per pair
Midget N.P. Switches for Panel
Mounting S.D.D.T.
D.P.D.T.
Fibre Tubing, 21 in. diameter, per ft
each
Single Ear Phones
each
Phone Caps
Brunette Phones
SIDPE Phones
Telefunkert Phones, 4,00o ohms

N. & K., genuine, guaranteed
Sullivan Double Headphones, .120
ohms, less phone cords
Double Phone Cords
Aerial Wire, vulcanised and braided,
excellent results guaranteed
per i00 ft.
Dutch Valves
Phillips " R " Type Valves

5/11

6d.
1/3
2/6

2/

9d.
13/9
12/14/12/9
11/ -

11d.

1/6.

/8'6/11

Id.

Constructor's Crystal Sets
Brownie Crystal Sets, assembled,
eluding B.B.C.
Brownie

7/6

B.B.C.

8/6
12/9

" Wonder" Crystal Unit

£2 10 ;0
Edison Bell Complete Unit
£2 19 6
Edison Bell Note Magnifier
£3 0 0
" Roll Top Desk" Crystal Set
H.T. Batteries, 60 volts, with wan8/8
der plugs
H.T. Batteries, 30 volts, with wan5/3
der plugs
De-

1/3 & 1/5
tectors
Filament Resistance Dial and Knob lid.
Filament Resistance, smooth action
Real Ebonite 2 -way Coil Holder .....

1/8
4/9

All Makes of VALVES. LOUD SPEAKERS
TELEPHONES,

11111

etc., daspatched by

return of post, and delivered FREE to

your address at Makers' list prices.

Real Ebonite 3 -way Coil Holder ...
each
Fixed Condensers
" Nu -Graving " Process for panel

mounting, full set of Words, letters, etc.
Condenser Vanes, 'fixed or moving
per doz.
Quick Release Crystal Holder

T.C.B. 300hohm Potentiometer
T.C.B. Filament Resistances
Plug -In Transformers --

No. 2,
No. 3.

No. 4,

150- 45o
250- 700
450-1,2oo

900-2,000
No. 5, 1,600-3,200
No. 6, 2,3oo-5,000

metres

6/6
10d.

7W.
4d.
2d.

5/4/ -

3/.
3/3

,,

3/6
3/9
,,

Lead-in Tubes, 6 in.
L.F. Transformers

I

;ld

is'

LL

AVARIABLE condenser has been produced in America that makes use of
mercury plates, which can thus be varied
in area. The dielectric is mica.

pointed out that the entertainment profession is having to face more and more
competition from other forms of amusement, notably broadcasting.

In the United States there are fifty-nine
broadcasting stations owned and operated
by newspapers.

According to reports received by the
B.B.C., listeners -in greatly appreciate the
French talks.

Four transmitting stations arc to

be

built in Greenland, by the Danish Government, as an aid to the ;weather -forecasting
service.

Broadcast listeners in the neighbourhood
of Southampton blamed -amateur experiMental transmitters

for causing interference recently. It seems, however, that

the C.W. station. B Y C at Horsea was to
blame.
Britain

The Radio Society of Great
assures us that amateurs are

seldom to blame in such cases.

Lately the H.B.C. have been receiving
numerous letters from America, stating
that 2 L 0 has been heard. But as the
items mentioned were not broadcast, and
the

hours named were all after three

o'clock in the morning, when 2 L 0 was
closed, the B.B.C. have come to the conclusion that the messages emanate from
some American amateur transmitter.
An attempt to prove that loud -speakers
do not produce distortion when handled
properly will be made at the " Ideal Home
Exhibition." All the well-known makes
of loud -speakers will be worked, only the
name and any peculiarities in shape, etc.,
will be veiled. Nothing special will be
used, the loud -speakers being similar to
those that can be purchased by anyone.
2

4/ -

4/3

Sid.

11/3 & 12/9

GEORGE PALMER
(D.D.S.), LTD.

It is suggested that it would be a good
plan to have the French Talks sent direct
from France, we in turn relaying a course'

in English to one of the French broadcasting stations for the benefit of French
listeners -in.

Phone : REGENT 1475.

the

first

of

an

it

Next Week's
Broadcasting

A letter has been sent

the Prime
Minister, signed by thirty leading memto

theatrical profession, the
subject being the burden which the entertainment tax places upon industry. It is
bers of the

Items Simultaneously Broadcast.*
Sunday, znd. Time Signals

and

General News Bulletin.

Radio Association
Monday, 3rd.
Talk. B.B.C. Literary Critic.
Tuesday, 4th. Time Signals and

General News Bulletin.
Wednesday, 5th. B.B.C. Dramatic
Critic.
Thursday, 6th.

B .B .C. Musical Critic.

Radio Society of Gt. Britain Talk.
Friday, 7th. B.B.C. Film Critic.
Saturday, 8th. Savoy Orpheans and
Havana Bands.
*Except where otherwise stated, all

items simultaneously broadcast originate

from the London studio.
London (2 LO)

Sunday, 2nd. Organ Recital from
Concert Hall of the National Institute
for the Blind. Address by Rev. J.
Scott-Lidgett.
Monday, 3rd. Two wireless plays,
The Dogs of Devon, and Foiled Again.
Tuesday, 4th. Centenary of National
" Nautical "
Institution.
Lifeboat
Programme by the Wireless Orchestra.
" One Hundred Years of Lifeboat Work,"

by Sir Godfrey Baring, Chairman of
the Institution.
Wednesday, 5th.

The Wireless Or-

chestra.

Thursday, 6th. Readings from his
own works by Mr. John Drinkwater.

47, GERRARD STREET,

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,
LONDON, W.1.

To -night (Thursday)

hour's music by living composers will be
broadcast. Compositions by Mr. J. B.
McEwen will be played by the Spencer
Mr. McEwen
Dyke String Quartette.
intends to be present to superintend the
broadcasting of his music.

March 2-8

OUR NEW No. 180

* CATALOGUE POST FREE *

No. 1,

.11149T1,1111,,,1,1

1/9

4/6

each

Crystal

ei

1/6

OUR KEEN
* COMPARE
PRICES ALSO REMEMBER *
* WE DELIVER FREE *

Enclosed

'illrr

11 -

7/11

Terminals, all sizes

Dust -proof
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Savoy Orpheans and Havana Bands.
Friday,

7th.

Symphony

Concert

from Central Hall, Westminster.
Saturday, 8th. Carmen, relayed from
the " Old Vic."
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H.R.H. the Prince of Wales is to broadcast a speech on the British Empire Exhibition, of which he is President, from
2 L 0 on March 18. The speech will be
simultaneously broadcast.

The time wasted in the programmes of
the B.B.C. last year owing to breakdowns
in the transmitting apparatus amounted to
less than
per cent. of the total programme time.
Mr. McAdoo, who is a candidate for the
Presidency of the U.S.A., has applied for
permission to erect a broadcasting station,
from which he hopes to deliver his election addresses. The proposed station is to
cost Z6,000, and will be capable of sending messages to any part of the country.
The call sign is W G M, Mr. 'McAdoo's
initials.

The Edinburgh relay station will be
situated at the New University Buildings
in Teviot Place. The aerial will be fitted
to a chimney 175 ft. high.
At the British Government's Pavilion at

the British Empire Exhibition the Post

Office will show a complete wireless telegraph system.

Members of Dundee Town Council are
to use their influence, it is reported, to
secure the erection of a relay station in
the town:

-

The new Argentine station at Monte
.Grande has a power of 800 kilowatts. Ten
steel towers, each of which is 690 ft. high,
support the aerial wire.
Great developments in "super -power"
broadcasting stations are predicted by Mr.

David Sarnoff, a well-known American
wireless expert.

At a recent auction of railway lost property the topical touch was introduced by,

the offer of a wireless

set.

Within the last few months addresseS
in Esperanto have been broadcast from
irmingham, London, Newcastle,
the
Bournemouth and Aberdeen stations.

It is extremely likely that the question
of broadcasting Parliament will come up
for discussion again very shortly.
Communication over a distance of 6,250
miles will, it is expected, be carried out
(Continued on page 282)

Gilbert

5iz
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Wireless

There is nothing remarkable about the

RADIOGRAMS (continued from page 281)

achievement, as

between the French stations at Bordeaux
and Saigon (Indo-China).
'

are

capabilities

such

common to all crystal sets since the era
of re -transmitting.. I hardly know whether
your correspondent is in earnest or en-.
deavouring to pull our legs; but if he goes'

A new high -power station has been
opened at Monte Grande, near Buenos

SIR,-It

A station has also been erected at
Haapoal, on the west coast of Esthonia.
Aires.

so far as to state that all B.B.C. stations
Human Detectors
be of interest to your have been received by direct transmission,

`-/ correspondent, R. H. (Teddington), to then I must needs protest against such an
know that his body probably acted as an extravagant claim without sufficient data
electrolytic detector during his reception being furnished.-J. W. (Stockport).
[The experience of E. N. is not an
of the. National Physical Laboratory's
A special 'wireless exhibition is to be signals.
isolated case.-ED.].
held at Geneva at the -end of May and
The body may be divided into two
beginning of June.
Harmonics
zones, of different potential, by a line
SIR,-In AMATEUR WIRELESS of February
_passing midway through the base of the
16 mention is made by E. L. S. of the
heart and through its apex.
With the reduction of the B.B.C. royalty
The potential difference is small, reception of L'Ecole Superieure on 225
to is. cheap crystal sets are coming into measurable in millivolts, and is of a metres.
their own again and can be legally used fluctuating nature. It is produced by the
For very many months past I have had1
by holders of broadcast licences. The action of the heart muscle, and is used excellent reception of this station on its
well-known "Brownie " set, which sells as a means of diagnosis in some conditions.
(Continued on page 284)
'

in the ordinary way, can be

at 7s. 6d.

The twotarms fall one in each zone,

obtained stamped "B.B.C." for is. extra.
This set is now fitted with a moulded
ebonite cap and nickel fittings.

and in diagnosis are connected to an
Einthoven's string galvanometer and
tracings made of the fluctuations.-

LETTS'S

Amateur Wireless
Notebook and Diary

R. D. F. (Liverpool).
(i

Long-range Crystal Reception

"Wireless Telegraphy
:: and Telephony" ::

which appeared in your issue of February

16, alleging that all the B.B.C. stations
had been received on a crystal set was
interesting and, may I say, amusing (if
a joke was intended).

The most Practical Handbook for the
Amateur. The price is 1/6 net.
Cassell

&

Co.,

The Handy Guide and Reference
for all Wireless Enthusiasts.
Over 800 Amateur Call Signs.
Leather with back -loop
Cloth, 1/6.
pencil, 2/6.

SIR,-The letter of E. N. (Goldthorpe)

Ltd., La Belle Sanvage, London, E.C.4

LONDON

CASSELL'S

01,004,41,4141.

2,500 Headphones Only

4,000 ohms ADJUSTABLE MAGNETS. LIGHTWEIGHT

LEATHER SPLICED HEADBANDS

Panels cut while you
wait at 4/. per lb.
Panel Drilled to your specification
in a few hours.

Ebonite

LONG CORDS, 6ft. 6 ins. Highly Finished
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED IN FULL - OR MONEY BACK

Special Offer to A.W. Readers, 12/11
Post and Packing, Od

NOTE :-One Pair only
offer

to each

NORTH LONDON WIRELESS SUPPLIES
Phone Dalston 54

1(1-

RADIO COMPONENTS
THAT ENSURE SATISFACTION
k

4-,,
,'..:

4

Tapped H.F. Transformers
(Plug-in type)
260-2,600 metres ...
...

'"'"--,-

,.....--.

To take 5 Crystals in Easi-fix cups on
revolving mount. Can be converted to
Perikon detector in a moment.

Price 4/6 Post Free U.K.

Variometers.

Wound Coils,

12

by

2/6
51 -

1;6

4, 2/3;2 I.,

1/9
by 31, 2/-; 6 by 31
Rods, Slider and Plunger, any
7d.
size, complete
Switch Arms
1/. & 9d.
Contact Studs, with nuts, per
sa.
crylslal
cc
Detectors, 2/-, 1/6, & 1/ Terminals, any type, each lid.
Edison Bell Fixed Condensers-

12'6

Carbonstat (Micro -Control)

2/3, 21- & 1/9

Suitable

for ALL types of Valves

3'6

DON'T PAY FANCY

PRICES

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
AT
MINIMUM COST

DIRECT RADIO SUPPLIES

40/41 Windsor House, Victoria St..London, S.W.1

Accumulators
2

4o, 4 V.

V.

Charged,

z

20,

V.

20, 9d.

Edison Bell Grid Leaks
Filament Resistance, silent

VALVES

Soft Dutch

5;6
5/6

Hard Dutch

French Metal
bins, 12/6; 4,000 ohms, 15,-.

8/6

VARIABLE CON.ENSERS

Special impreg-

nated tube, wound d.c.c.
3/6, 3/-,
Variocoupler, as above, with
ball rotor, 8 tappings
Tapped Coils, to of to and
to singles

.0005, .0003, .000z, .000t & .001 ea. 1/3
.005., .004, .003, & .00z ... ea. 2/ -

li
L.._iii-m.

11/6
151-

5-1

Igranic, R.I., Sterling in Stock.
W.E.Co. Headphones, 3,000

will not be repeated

Plated Multi -cup Detector

TRANSFORMERS
shrouded,

This

without

Quotations freely given
obligation.

All other capacities if- guaranteed
by our cabinet dept. in z4 hours.
charge.
Wiring Diagrams FREE.

Cabinets Made to your own design

Formo, open, 5-1

customer.

2, Belgrade Road, Stoke Newington, N.16.

HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE

1/3

Capacity. Panel Mntg. Cell'd Case.
s. d.

V.

3

.0002

4

00032

6
5

0005

6

9
9

7

6

.00t
Coil Holders,

best

2 -way, 4/. & 5/.;

Coil Plugs

6
6
0

s.
4
5

a
9

ebonite

3 -way 1/53/6 a&

to fit basket coils 1/
Valve Holders, ea., 1/3, 1/. & 9d.

Cabinets, piano shape to take the
following Panels .3 in. by
6 in., 4/6; is in. by q in.
6J6
Ex -Government
Telephone
Sets, magneto ringing, perfect
Ike
6 in. by 5 in., 2/6;

WE HOLD the LARGEST STOCKS of "EDISON-BELL"

and "DUBILIER" PRODUCTS in SOUTH LONDON.

The WATERLOO ELECTRIC CO.

129,
Waterloo Road, S.E.1
(1 minute Waterloo Station)
Hop 5649

..w.41%# NW .41.0414 \IMMINIMJP~.0,0~M.,
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with the All British Light Weight

PHILLIPS' HEADPHONES
which has enabled thousands to increase
their range.

The PHONES which have captured the
Wireless Trade, and are sold under the
guarantee of

"Satisfaction or Cash Refunded"
Insist on this brand only from your local dealer.

Avoid Foreign and Inferior goods.

Specification:-Aluminium casings, Stalloy Diaphragms,
Crystallate Ear - Pieces,

Plated Spring Adjustable
Headbands,

4,000

ohms,

High Retentive Magnets,
Stamped B.B.C.
Hundreds of Uns.C.
Testimonials.

PER PAM?
One minute from
Furringdon St.

is infectious-it echoes round the room.

Station ,Met.)

POST FREE

Thousands of people are laughing and
enjoying the good stuff broadcast every
evening. Let a Fellows Set bring it to

11

WIRELESS

i t

your fireside too.

MANUFACTURERS

81.TURNMILL STRIEET.LONDON.E.C.1

For those who do not want to use a loud-

speaker or hear distant stations, a good
crystal set is ideal, being even clearer than
the more elaborate valve sets.

I-DORCO MAGIC IIamproved Design)

A Two -Valve Set which receives all

The Supercryst," as shown, is a simple
and reliable crystal set for reception

between 300 and 500 metres, up to

British Stations and American Broadcasting

Price : £3 7 6

BRITISH manufacture THROUGHOUT

plus B.B.C. tax, 1/-.

(Cott 'Marconi Licelori

It comprises an ebonite panel mounted
in an oak cabinet, tuning coil, selected

I

PRICE

It.

£4 19s. 6d.

t.611

(Plus Taxes r5s.)

I

FELLOWS MAGNETO Co., Ltd.,
PARK ROYAL. N.W .10 Phone :14 tile:den 1560-1

Carriage paid

British Isles

The DORCO MAGIC Two -Valve Set employs

one High Frequency and One Detector Valve
with Tuned Anode Reaction. Valves are
enclosed in the handsome cabinet. Easy to
operate, no special skill required. Operates a
Loud Speaker within reasonable distance of
any B.B.C. Station.
Telephone:

crystal detector, variable condenser, aerial
with insulators, and pair of 4,000 ohm
headphones.

Including all Royalties

NOTE.

a

range of 15 to 20 miles.

Our advertisements ha,e

demand.

created a great

Delkcries adays after scalp of

orders, which ate dealt with in strict rotation.
Trade
Sole Distributors:

Avenue WELLER & GIBSON, Ltd. EInnr
3509
31, King St., Tower Hill, London, E.1.

Foot of Minorics, three minutes from Mark Lane Station.

temoieur Wire63
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to .the experiments. I enclose the reply
B.B.C., which you can, as

known wavelength; the answer will be in
first harmonic, using a detector and one cycles per second.
On 225 metres, with my receiver, Then :

from 'the

this station comes over with great strength

600 metres equals 500,000 cycles per second.

(Aberdeen).

800
400

SIR,-With reference to your inquiry a
few days ago of converting your receiver

CORRESPONDENCE (conlinnecifrompese 282)

and eight times in ten is stronger than
when the receiver is tuned to the fundaSo much so is this the case that
should I wish to listen to this station I
invariably tune in the harmonic and
appear to get rid of a great deal of jammental.

350,000
750,000

well as this letter, make use of.-A. E. R.

,)
),

It is seen that the frequency of Soo
a transmitter by using the B.B.C.
metres is 125,000 cycles less than the fre- into
carrier
I must make it clear that
quency of 600 metres, and 400 metres is this is wave,
contrary
to the P.O. rules and
250,00o cycles more, which is double and regulations, also the licence which you

is rather a big difference and must be

ming.-A. H. G. (Weston -super -Mare).

hold.

reckoned with.

To proceed, if Soo metres
is 125,00o cycles less than the frequency
Wavelength Ranges
SIR,-I am going to attempt to solve a of a 600 -metre wave, then the correspondproblem mentioned by E. T. W. J. in ing difference in frequency more than 600
metres is : 500,000 + 125,000, equals
No. 62 and by W. N. S. in No. 66.
It was mentioned in both these letters 625,00o cycles per second, or 480 metres.
Therefore by tuning 120 metres below
that a station can be heard above its exact

For the British Broadcasting Company,
Ltd. -C. G. HARDING, Engineer in Charge
(Aberdeen).

Crystal Reception
SIR,-I have been very much interested
for some time past in your correspondence

we have the same signal strength as zoo columns with regard to crystals. I recently
metres above 600 metres, thus it will be made up a simple circuit and got 2 Z

wavelength with much greater intensity
than_ if it were tuned (the receiving set)
to a corresponding difference below the

understood

why the signal strength
diminishes when the receiving set is tuned
To my mind it is all a question of fre- to 400 metres more so than if it were tuned
quency. For the sake of argument, let us to Soo metres; in other words, it is at a
suppose that the transmitted wavelength is disadvantage to the extent of So metres.600 metres, and the tuning above this W. E. (Melbourne, Australia).
wavelength is Boo metres. Therefore the
Crystal Transmission
corresponding wave difference below- 600
metres is 400 metres.
SIR,-I read with interest the letter by
For the benefit of beginners, I might H. F. C. (London) and tried the simple
mention that the frequency of a wave experiment of conversing with a fellow I metre in length equals 300,000,000 cycles listener through our crystal set. An unIper second, also that the frequency is intended listener picked up our conversaI reduced as the wavelength is increased tion and at once objected to my experiand vice versa. To find the frequency of ment. I wrote to my local B.B.C. station
lany wave, we divide 300,000,000 by the arid asked if they had any objection

sufficiently loud

IF WIRELESS WAS WIRELESS
Wireless is " wire -less " so

far, but wire is bound to
play a part somewhere in

the installation. Some amateurs consider the receptive
qualities before the appearance of their sets, but even
reception is apt to be marred
by a hopeless conglomera-

tion of wires and frayed
insulation.

Set aside an evening of

overhauling-make careful
adjustments-take each end of wire in turn and with solder and a touch
of FLUXII E join the n neatly into place. You are bound to be satisfied
with the rest.lt of th3 few hours spent, and the receptive qualities will
attain higher ensu v ,ness in consequence. Soldering is so simple when
you use a tom h of FLUXITE-just the smallest touch does it.
Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

amour

hear every word.

to

Further experimenting eventually brought
in all the B.B.C. stations except Cardiff,
and I eventually heard Eiffel Tower

transmitted wavelength.

music.-A. J. (Royston).

A Curious Case
SIR,-I possess a home-made one -valve
set, and have used an indoor aerial, about

24 ft. in all, at first simply attached to
the ends of a cornice pole and a nail.

Results were good. I then made a 4 -ft.
square frame aerial, results still good.
Only one end of the frame aerial is used
on aerial terminal, the other one is free.
(Continued on page 286)

DL. Headphones
4,000 OHMS TOTAL RESISTANCE

"MODEL DE LUXE"

Every Pair Carries Our Money -Back Guarantee

OVER A MILLION PAIRS IN USE TO -DAY
Leather bound wire
headbands, sliding
head adjustment, &

Guaranteed highly
efficient ; complete
with flexible cord
and ready for use
THE

each receiver detach-

a5le instantaneously

TOTAL WEIGHT

MOST COMFORTABLE
PHONE on
MARKET

11 oz.

smewss

Post

Post

Pair 1216 6d.

Pair1216 6d.

8,000 ohms,14/Adjustable Magnets,
4,000 ohms, 17 6

8,000 ohms, 14 -

Adjustable Magnets,

FLUXITESOLD
rRica

SET.
TING

It is perfectly simple to use, and will last, in
for years in constant use. It contains a I /1318

DL., 4,000 ohms, 6/9
Post 3d.

DL., 2,000 ohms, 5/9

lamp, FLUXITE, Solder, etc., and full
instructions. Price 7/6.
Write to us

Post 3d.

issionnom
NOTE, We are the sole

d<°. .rk
rieI

distributors of these
famous phones and

17

---a..._.-_ N,,N

have been for the past

i

two years. No Bankrupt

Stock-New Goods

TRADE HOUSE for
Everything Wireless

Delivery from Stock
Special Quotations to Trade for Quantities.
WIRELESS DEPARTMENT

shoUld you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE

E. SHIPTON 82 CO., Ltd.
14, King Street,

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell FLUXITE

Buy a Tin To -clay,

SINGLE

HEADPHONES:

special "small -space " Soldering Iron with
non -heating metal handle, a Pocket Blow-

in tins, vice Sol., 1/4, and 2, 8.

4 000 ohm. 17/6

For the toolkit of your cur or motor

cycle or any soldering jobs about
the home.

FLUXITE LTD., 326, Bevington Street, Bermondsey. England

COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.0 2
And et 37, TOTHILL STREET. WESTMINSTER.
Tel. No., Victoria
TELEPHONE-GER4RD 874.
TELEGEAMS-RENTFONES, RAND

T
CI
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DUBILIER

entdiair Wj"s

WIRELESS
VALVES

Mr. Partridge,
Mitcham.
The Mallard recelui..g
ualues are on the left
2 K. F.

The Minicap Switch.
" Capacity " is necessary in some
parts of Radio receiving circuits,
in other parts capacity effects are

and the Mallard

First Across.

transmitting
on

cakes

the right.

undesirable.

Dubilier " Minicap."

yOU know the keenness and the rivalry

Switch, as its name indicates, is

phrase " First Across." Every wire
is subjected to most careful scrutiny, but
the choice of valve is almost a religious
ceremony, so essential is the right selection
of the valve.

The

one in which the capacity between
the contacts is reduced to a miniThis makes it greatly
mum.

superior to the ordinary type of
key for switching in

and out

amplifying valves, whether high
or low frequency.

In addition the " Minicap " can
be used as a series -parallel switch,

and, in fact, wherever a double
pole, double throw switch is now

which

goes

to win

the

coveted

The First Amateur " First Arross" the Atlantic, working both ways, was

.MR. PARTRIDGE,
MERTON LANE, MITCHAM,
and the First Schoolboy,

MR. C. W. GOYDER,
MILL HILL SCHOOL.

employed.

The design and workmanship are
in keeping with that of other
Dubilier products, and the price

They both used

is

Why not get the best out of your set ?

Write to 'department 'A for list
A 9, which gives full details and
diagrams showing the Minicap
Switch incorporated in various
wireless circuits.
THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921), LTD.,

Dimon Works, Coldhawk Road, London, W.12.
Telephone:

Hammen. nalh 1084.

7 elegrams :

Rivoltcon, Phone, London.

Mullard Valves.
The Mullard range is comprehensive, and
any dealer can supply you with the right
Mullard valve for your circuit, or Set.

Ask him to-dau.

Mullard
*CIO'
AValve for "DererY Wireless Circuit
4

-

imik

centotritr Wireless
CORRESPONDENCE (continued from page 224)

'CLU Bi.,ffi.

The earth wire is on the earth terminal. I
have just finished an outside aerial, too -ft.
7/22 wire, about 24 ft. high. Results were
very disappointing. I can hear fairly
well with outside aerial wire and no earth
at all, but after countless experiments, all,
I believe, unorthodox, I get loud -speaker
results by attaching the outside aerial wire
to the aerial terminal and the indoor aerial

DOINGS
West London

Green).

Other Correspondence Summarised
Bournemouth (194 miles distant) quite

KING'S BENCH DIVISION
G. E. WARD, trading as the City Accumulator Co.,. plaintiff, versus S. G. Brown,
Ltd., defendants. Judgment was given on
the 22nd inst. for the plaintiff, and he was
awarded 'Soo damages and costs in an

action which arose out of a statement
made in the Press in August, 1922, by
defendants that the plaintiff was selling
obsolete headphones of defendants' manufacture. Defendants applied to the judge
for a stay of execution, which was granted
on the usual terms.

Association

W.

Hon. Sec.-A. G. PARRY, 66, Ballance Road, E.9.
Ar a meeting held on Feb. 14 Mr. L. Robinson,
the Hackney Borough electrical engineer, demonstrated his four -valve receiver. Mr. Small also
gave an excellent elementary talk on " Wireless "
for the benefit of the non -technical public who
were present. He dealt very simply with crystal
sets and valve receivers.

S. W. (Melton Constable) receives

BROWN "A" TYPE HEADPHONES

Sec.-H.

Wireless and Experimental

COTTON, 19,
Bushey Road,
Hayes,rMiddlesex.
A MEETING pas held on Feb. 5 last when Mr.
T. W. Hyne-J6nes read a paper entitled " A
The lecturer illus11 k.w. Ship's Transmitter."
trated his paper with diagrams drawn on the
blackboard, and in the course of his lecture he
described most fully various systems of wireless
telegraphy.
Hackney and District Radio Society

Hon.

at me. ' Is this usual ?-H. C. (Palmer's

Bournemouth.

by means of lantern slides and a number of experiments. The existence and properties of ultra -violet
light were also demonstrated. Lantern slides and
experiments were also ?flown illustratity, the
properties of waves and the action of the tlaermionic valve.

Liverpool

to the earth terminal, ignoring the earth

clearly on a crystal set without any amplification whatsoever. London (12o miles
distant) comes in quite clearly also,
although, of course, not so loud as

stitution of molecules was very clearly explained

Borden and District Radio Society

Hon. Sec.-E.

T. MALIADY, 170, Budds Lane, Bordon, Hampshire.
THE above society was inaugurated on Feb. 13,
and applications for membership from the surrounding districts will be welcomed by the sec
retary.

was held on . Feb.

S

(2 K F) lectured on " Working with America."
Hon.

Radio Society of Highgate
Sec.-J. F. STANLEY, 49, Cholmeley

Park,

Highgate, N.6.
ON Feb. 7 a most interesting lecture was given by
Mr. G. G. Blake on "The Modern View of Electricity and its Relation to Matter." Mr. Blake
began by discussing in a simple manner the theory
of relativity, and some analogies were given to
convey some conception of thfi smallness of electrons. Although it will never be possible to see
electrons, said the lecturer, their existence has
been conclusively proved by Sir William Crookes
and others. The constitution of solids, liquids and
gases was dealt with, and. a striking experiment
was shown to illustrate the motion of the particles
in a liquid. The uses of X-rays to study the con-

PHONES,

THE J.B.

13/11

PHONES,

ohms, adjustable

N. &

K.

4,000

...

14/6

HEADPHONES,

every pair stamped N. & K.

ERICSSON

FLEX

4,000

12/6

STERLING, WESTERN

13/9

8/9

ELECTRIC. 0E00 -

PHONE, all 4,000 ohms, in
stock (B .B. C. stamp)
DUTCH VALVES (hard) each

COSSOR, MARCONI, MUL-

LARD ORA VALVES

6/11

WIRE,

lid.

all

gauges in stock at lowest

prices

RUBBER
LEADING
WIRE, 3 mm.
...

IN
yd.

ALL D.C.C. WIRE,
TALITE (Genuine) each

CECOSITE CRYSTALS each

6d., rd.,
HERTZITE (Genuine) cacti
6d., Id.,
GENUINE MIDITE, The
Super Crystal, ip glass
phial ...
...each

SHAW'S

116

11.

1/.
1/ -

1/8

Walt011
S.

The "Mecaphone" single -valve set

Street, Norwich.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Amateur

Wireless

and

ElectrIce."

Edited by

Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday imme-

diately following. It will be sent post free to any
4s. 6d. ; 6 months,
put of the world -3 months,
Postal Orders, Post
Es 9d. ; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable

the Proprietors, Cassell & Co.. Ltd.
to be brief and written
All sketches and
en cne side of the paper only.
drawings to be on separate sheete.
to

General Correspondence is

Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly

considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor. and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accordin7 to
their nature, to The Editor, Th.Advertisement
Manager, or The Publisher, " Amateu.: Wirelsss,!=
La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

HERTZITE
MOUNTED
...each
...
CRYSTAL ...
CRYSTAL DETECTORS each
CRYSTAL DETECTORS (enclosed in glass)
AMAL GO
MAGNETIC

ed.
116

each 41d.
(Crystal Fixer) ...
with
W.O.
TERMINALS,
nuts and washers ...each lid.
TELEPHONE TERMINALS,

with nuts and washers each
...each
...
TERMINALS
COLD CAT'S WHISKERS
each
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS
each
FIXED CONDENSERS, all
...each
Capacities

CONDENSER VANES, don.
L.F. TRANSFORMER, Ratio
5-1, best quality
...eacn
ADJUSTABLE
CRYSTAL

...each

CUPS ...

CONTACT STUDS, with nuts
and washer
... doz.
SWITCH ARMS ... ...each

DARD..

EBONITE KNOBS,

2d.

VARIOMETERS

Id.
8d.

3d.
9/6
2d.

4d.
ed.

DETECTOR ARM & STAN-

Id.
Id.

JOHN BRAHAM

2

B.A.,

each Id.
and 2'9

1/11

MATCH - BOX WIRELESS
GALVANIZED PULLEYS ... aid.
INSULATED SCREW EYES Id.
SWITCHES ON EBONITE,
S.P.D.T. quality, the best 1/3
VALVE -HOLDERS
...each 80.

194, 196, 198 & 200, BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2
'Phone: London Wall 4094
Open all day Saturday.
NEXT DOOR TO "DIRTY DICK'S."
'Phone : Cerrard 6183
West End Branch : 23, NEW STREET, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.
Open all day Saturday.

THE LARGEST HOUSE IN THE WIRELESS TRADE
N7V holesale

arehouse

BRAHAM'S (Houndsditch), Ltd.
90, HOUNDSDITCH, E.1
'I hone

Avenue 208

is

described in a folder sent us by Mann,
Egerton and Co., Ltd., of 21-23, King

GENUINE
Please send sufficient in stamps to cover postage

in

stock.
CRYSTAL DETECTOR, glass
covered
...

ENAMELLED

maroon

1d.
I lb. from 1/-

E.V.

TYPE
SMALL EAR (Ebonite Con
tmental)
SIDPE L.F. TRANSFORMER

(TWIN),

Association

Radio

107,

Honor Oak Park Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-J. McVEy, in, Hengrave Road, S.E.23.
ON Feb. 15 Messrs. Peto-Scott gave a demonstration of the unit system of building wireless sets.
Mr. Willis, the lecturer, gave a very clear explanation of the straight circuit receiver, going
very fully into the subjec1s of tuning, reaction,
detecting, and low- and 11Th -frequency amplification.

SPECIAL OFFER: Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper, 100 ft. 1 /9
BRUNET

KEARNS,

Ar a meeting on Feb. i5 Mr.

Wimbledon Radio Society

meeting of this society
when Mr. J. A. Partridge

Ser.--J.

Anfield, Liverpool.

Hon. Sec.-C. 0. STOKES, 6, Worple Avenue, Wim-

bledon, S.W219.
A VERY successful public

Co-operative

Breck Road,
Frith submitted
a home -constructed portable receiving set which
consisted of a crystal and two valves of pre-war
construction, highly efficient, and including headphones, batteries, aerial wire, etc., might be carried in a half of an ordinary -sized at:ache. case.
H011.

wire altogether. The phones simply shout

J.
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No More H.T. Battery Trouble=

ANODE
CONVERTER

ALTERNATORS

CLICKS and crackles in your phones or loud -speaker
generally indicate that one or more of the small cells
of your H.T. Battery has become run down orpolarised.
The "M -L" Anode Converter obviates the use of H.T.
Batteries. It,will give you smooth, noiseless reception, and
can be relied upon to function always. Worked from the
ordinary 6 -volt accumulator of your set, its consumption is
only 1.15 amperes. The low-tension battery imput is regulated by a rheostat, giving complete control of the anode

belt or motor driven.
and

All types can give
over -heating.
fwd Particutars

9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, E.1

Wire/ass Deparlment

victoria Works, Coventry

One"

This Week's Special
15/6

Specification:
Drilled EBONITE PANEL, OAK CASE
(Desk pattern), Valve Holder, 7 ohm

Superfine workmanship and perfect accuracy accounts for
the superiority of these instruments. In their construction
has been applied the intricate testing apparatus and skilled
craftsmanship which for 35 years have made Pye's Scientific
Instruments of Precision famous throughout the world.

Sleeving, VARIONIETER,
Clear Diagram of Connections given.

to- day for
Illustrated Leaflets
Write

TRANSFORMERS, HY.
1:6

'PHONES, 4,000 ohms
L.P. TRANS FORMER
Energo

12;6

PLUG-IN TYPE.
Ranges from

15..>

to 3,000.

3/6 4,6
5/- and 6,- each
COIL HOLDERS.
r -away

12,6

1f.
41-

,

5:0

3

Ask for our interesting Complete

Accessories L'st B post free

Watch for our Special Weekly Offer
You Save 333% on all we advertise.
MAIL ORDERS ONLY.
rJ,!flie one 'Sentry in the

" WIRELESS WEEKLY," February oth, 1924.
The very interesting type of L.F. Transformer when connected to a
4 -Valve Receiver from the same makers gave most admirable results
-great amplification and freedom from distortion being obtained. The
No.
in particular gave in a dual amplification circuit remarkable
1

and GRIDLEAK, Connectinl. Wire and

nickel or brass

testing experts of " Wireless Weekly."

signal strength.

FILAMENT RESISTANCE, CONDENSER

1/6

PROOF
!
We leave you to draw your own conclusions

from the following results obtained by the

1 -Valve Panel

u

LESLIE DIXON & CO.

The

M -L Magneto Synd. Ltd.

ohms
DETECTORS, Dust -covered

recorded at a speed too high for most to read direct.'

The tape record can be comfortably read at leisure. Of
enormous Interest to those with a 3 -valve set. Magni
Scent British work. all brass cased on mahogany, drama
contai.:ing tape reeL Cost £40. The last of the R.A.P.
surplus. All guaranteed in working order. £6 lOs.
each. The finest bargain offered.

A a:sit to our Showrooms will well
yes. 'Buses pass the ;loon We are close to Aldgate
Metropolitan Railway. First en left down Minories.
Telegrams-Elefftmdlx, All, London.
Telephone -Avenue 4160.

1Vtile .fip ISriess and

7

replaced.

receiving and recording wireless signals
apart from B.B.C. programmes. Mces
well-known service recorders are amid,'
in use. relianle, and enable messages on
any wavelength to be received and

A 4th edition of our 8 -page Bargains Price List is now ready with our
1924 Illustrated Catalogue. Send 3d. Stamps.

milliamps,

:ontinuously without

FILAMENT RESISTANCE,

be

OF WIRELESS SIGNALS
The great demand for our Siemens:
Silvertown, etc-, Morse Inker Recorders,
indicates the great interest taken in

ELECTRADIX CATALOGUE OF RADIO BARGAINS

power Transmission Work.

15/6

Ace orate

MORSE RECORDING

ACCUMULATORS. 0 r.. 40 in boa,
AMMER% 1:Ve. AMPLIFIERS, 3.valve, £4 10s. AERIAL
WIRE and Fittings. at wholesale prices. BATTERIES, all sizes. BUZZERS, 9/6. BOXES, U to 603.
CABINETS, with ebonite, 10/-. CONDENSERS, 0./.. to 27/0. CRYSTALS. 6d. DETECTORS, 1/9. COMPLETE SET, 7/0. EARTH CLIPS, strikes and mats, from 6d. EBONITE. all shapes and sizes, cheap. GRID
LEAKS, all values. INSTRUMENTS, the finest collection of all ranges ever seen. INSULATORS, 2d. LOUD
SPEAKERS, 7/9. MICROPHONES, 0,6 to 20/, Fine selection 'PHONES of every kind, from 2/-. PLUGS
and SOCKETS from 3.1. pair. POTENTIOMETERS. 3/9. RECEIVERS from 1 -valve sets, 35/-. RELAYS,
12/6 to 55/, FIL, RHEO. DIXONSTATS, 3/-. SWITCHES in great variety. SPARK SETS. 17/d. TERMINALS, 4 W.D., double, 5,1 l'ERMINAL LUGS, 44. doe. TRANSFORMERS, all types, 5/- to £3 10..
TRANSMITTER and RECEIVER combined, Marconi, M. MK. HI 1 -VALVE, complete outfit, £7. TUNERS.
ex- W.D., Si- to 40c. VALVES, fill types, low prices. VAR1OMETERS.
SQUARE SECTIONED TINNED
COPPER WIRE for PANELS, 3d. for 24 in. WIRE, huge stock all gauges.

stage power

OFFER

Lab, Heterodynes £40
All Guaranteed

Unused
With

gang and cannot
£3 10s. cosh with older.
tepidly

Type C 12-300 volts J amphrearmu
Type D 12-500,volts-for Low -

Good

to

H.T. voltage from 500 up to 3.000 volts
may be obtained. smoothed and ectined
for plate H.T. They cost £30. S Lick is

reception.

"Have
a

or

12014,000 metres £6

fully guaranteed
quite a small transformer, any

Type A 6-70 volts -for general

15

°J all ,g Ironsped
Townsend Broadcast £3

generator need on aircraft gives
000 cycle 10 volts 20 amps.,
weight 75 Ilk. In aluminium
corer. Has nnllmited possibilities.

voltage ranges :

to

200 WATT

The most perfectly mode little

For power amplifier work where the life of the ordinary
H.T. Battery is very limited, it is ideal.
Supplied in the following standard

up

WAVEMETERS

MIDGET ALTERNATORS

NEWTON 52A.

potential.

Type B 6-120 volts 1

ELECTRADIX RADIO GEMS

Special terms i.e

RADIO MAIL ORDER CO.,
5, Upper Charles Street, London, E.C.

Distortion less Inter valve Transformer.

Desig-e.1 for use in our own Receiving
Sets hey have an amplification fa,tor
vales plus Tran,foriner certified by the

National }finical I abormor, to be approaintately 25. Purity of reproduction
of sp. eon and music li &the rto unobtaiimlf!c
is given with an entire absence °Luaus.
former noise.
Two types are remade, No. I to follow the
Detector Valve, No. e. for any additional
1..F.

Prise for either type,

1

12 : 6

W. G. PYE & CO.
.lraarpadarers of Physical alit

CRANIA WORKS, CAMBRIDGE

=deur Wirdesi

COUPON

Available until Saturday,
March 8, 1924.
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ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for "Amateur

T. 0. BUSS,
77, CLERKEN WELL RD., E.C.1

I WE APPRECIATE
POST ORDERS

ORIGINAL POST
PAID HOUSE

are accepted up to first post on Friday

Wireless"'

morning for following week's issue, providing space it
available.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
All Ebonite Geared

Super -Sensitive

4.000 ohms Corded

2 -Coll -holder,

HEADPHONES

Panel T3rps.

716

121-

A Micro -vernier
Adlustment

Unequalled Value
Bandphones 7/6

10111111.1.1.11.1111.

Headphones

4.0,0
ohm , Sterling 25/s,iosson English 26/6

117.8.0. Mark

n...wn's "1" ..

25/ -

.. 25/RI mess
6f /yriaphones" 24/..

17 !lows

..

A roeight

18/6
18/-

Sup crior Quality

31

ohms ex -Govt,.
I0/SullIcan's
120

H.T. Batteries
With Wander Firma
COv., 8/- 86v., 4/10

tOe., L. 15v., 2/4v. F.L. Btry.

6d.

66e. Ever-Rdy. 13/6
36v., 8/-

16v., 3/6

Siemens same price

Ebonite Panels

tea

Matt ground

VARIOMETERS.
Bushed Bearings, Ebonite Dial o -loo, and Knobs.
Metal Parts Plated. Wavelength 340 to 560 metres.
Adequate provision is made for mounting on a panel,
and the dial is neatly and clearly engraved.

Marvellous
Price

Trade Supplied

4s. 6d

Matt

6, 1'.;
9 x 6, 1/5; to X 8, 2/3; irz X to, 3/4. All

Any size to order at proportionate prices.
Quarter inch thick 25 per cent, extra.
post free.

CRAWFORD. 9. COLEMAN STREET,
Teleehone. London Wall, cr50.
LONDON E.C.2

OFFEL-t.
ACCUMULATORS (WIRELESS)
EXClEr."1"Id)r.T.A.r...

Best British make. Not soiled or perished ex -Govt, surplus, but
brana'new guaranteed, to clear at ridiculously low prices. Few only
6 volts 60 amps.
4 volts 40 amps.
.. 16,
.. 20/4

20/.

60

Carriage 2/5.

80

6

33/ -

Approval against Cash.

H. SMYTH, Ltd.,

53, Museum Street, W.C.I.

12' x 12' x 3/16'
12' x 12' X r
x 9' x

Ebonite
superior
Athol.poreclain

Narrow type
Basket

BEST BOOK OBTAINABLE.

If you wish to make your own receiver, or to improve

the set you already have, you cannot do better than
obtain this book. How to ERECT, CONNECT, AND
MAKE Aerials, complete crystal and valve receivers
coils, tuners, etc. ; also the latest two and three valve
tuned anode receivers and one and two valve amplifiers
1/3 post free
144 pages iincluding 2S diagrams).

SAXON RADIO CO. (DEPT.12). SOUTH SHORE BLACKPOOL'

ACCUMULATORS
Guaranteed brand new and perfect but

C.A.V. Pullers, etc.

slightly soiled. We refund Lash with carriage both ways if
returned within 7 days.

4v-iooa

17

21 9

27 8
32 6

25i.

6v-4oa
6v -boa

6v-Soa

6v-tooa

...
...

32/6
40
47 6

Teak cams, polished and fitted with fuses and switch /or 6/6o or
4110o. elny 6 6 each. Orional con. 811.,
Special Lime. Best English Make, 6 v.60 amp. hour, 22/9 each

8d.
10d.
1/3
31 -

9d.
1/8

Series parallel-

Double-arm
2/2
Dewar D.C.O.
8/3
D.P.S.T.
2/9
Utility 2 -way
4/Sw 6/-. 4w 8I-. ew 81.

AerialWire7/22's
..

100' Blight

219

100' Enmld... 3/9
4 etc. d bright 1/1

Rubs. Id --n. 5d yd.
24. yards 1/205

Bell Wire

64,

Insulators
Shell, 39' x 21,' 6d.
Reel, 2',1id. Egg, 24.

Crystor type ..

Lead-in
12'

..

British

Woes.

18

20
22
24
26
28
SO

1/S

8d.

1/3

etc,

900. 830. 1.330.
2/11 8/5

MVO.

1/11
2/2
2/6
2/11
8,4
3/9
4/10
5/6

8/4

8/9
8/10

46
Oil

do

8/-

Reliabillty
12/ Ferranti
17/8
Xtraordinary.. 10/ Tangent 15/- & 17/8

..

15,4

13/-

Var. Condensers
.001 panel type

7/-

.00071
0005
0003
.0002

13/-

6/4/8
8/6

Knobbed dial 1/. ex.
4/2 Vernier, no dial 2/6
4/7

5 vane, 8/8 7 vane 8/6

5/9
8/6
7/6

Terminals

6/

8/9
12/
20/3LAY. Modulation
Transformer 12/ Leaks.
Variable
Filtron 0-7 meg. 4/Wetmel 0-5 .,
2/6
Liesen Type
2/6
14.9. Switch Sets.
D.C.O. 2/1/3
32
36

6/-

8/6

I7/- 14/8

Headphone Cords 1/ Ebonite, Ib.
8/3

Polar type.

14, -

M111 -Pot Brass

4B.A. Standrd.
4B.A. 5 piece

Spade type, dos
Telephone type
Multiphone 4w.
6 -way

Ratty spring

24.
8d.
2d.
1/1/6
41d.

2B.A. Small type, id.
Contact Studs
Spring Washers

1d.

td.

Buzzers

4/8d.

300
4/6
2/6

Igranio Coils, all sizes.
Lissen Goods Stocked.
Lght. Arrstra
1/ Tapping Keys
2/11.F. Transformers.
Tangent
5/6

Oojah 900 m.
600 & 300m.
Formers ordy

6 Basket Coils
Ebonite Dials.

6/6
4/8
1/3
2/ -

Engraved 3'
Knobbed typo

Ed.
1/2

Cry:. Detector

1/3

enclosed

1/8

Igranle 3 Set
Ebonite 3 coil
2 coil
Anode Bolder

C/-

Fil. Resistances
Good quality

1/0

ler:talc 4/6, Vern. 7/ -

Ormond
..
2/Burudept 5/- and 4/ -

Zenith and T.C.B. 4/5 -Valve type

Spirals only
Formers 0133

8/6

4d.
7d.

Accessories

2/' Fll. typo
74. Connectors Fore. 8d.
knobbed
1/2
ed.
-Wire Malenco
dos 2Gal.
Kies .002.
Id,
x
1/- 2'X lr 4d. Alum pulley
1/6
pulley
glass

Condenser Parts
Vanes, doz.

Rd.

2d.
44.

Valve sockets

Valve Pins

Crystal Cups
P. Wax block
Resin Solder
SIstoflex tube.
All sizes, yd.

ld.
ld.
Ed.

id.
Sd.

24,

Tape. yd.
3d.
Ora, Comm
12/6
B.T.H. Ediswan 12/8 Condensers
Marconi " R
12/6
Dubilier (usual
D.E.R.
Peanut A DE3
LW- MuLlard prices)
9d
12/6 Blocking type,
Xtraudion
1/6
Valves repaired
a, - With leak
biansbridge 1/36
mf. 9d, 2 mL
All in Stock.
1/3
Orders under

Packing, etc.,

6/8
ed.

Leaks 1-5m.

13d,

Resistances, Anode

Write for " Complete tupplementary Price List of Excep.
tional Values," sent Post Free. (9XL-New Issue.)
Electrical and
Radio Engineers,

J. H. TAYLOR & CO.,

Macaulay Street, Huddersfield.
Telephone: 345.

Telegrams: " Thorough," Huddersfield.

IN=

EBONITE PANELS
DIRECT FROM MAKERS. THE FINEST QUALITY
I. thick, MATT FINISH
2/6 each.
zz' X 6'
...
4/6 each
8'x5'
3/4
12'x12'...
g' x 6'
I

Any size supplied at Id. per square inch.

POST AND PACKING FREE

MAUDE RUBBER CO 68, Praed St., W.2.

W. CHILD, 18, Corporation St., Manchester

EBONITE

RADIO KENITE PANELS

Sheet, Rod and Tubing in all sizes kept in stock and cut

to any required size while you wait or sent by post
on receipt of cash.

WE CAN TURN ANYTHING IN EBONITE

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, LTD.
91-92, GREAT SAFFRON HILL, LONDON, E.C.1.

'Phone, 8572 Centred.

POLISH YOUR OWN WIRELESS CABINETS.

D. you want to master French Polishing with little trouble,
Write for particulars of our simple polieh.-A. Rowe 54 SOM
Ashton-in-Makorfleld. Lancs.

Dielectric Reliability and Mechanical Strength at a low

(9 r

MULtI-PHONE TERMINAL ADAPTOR, only
ed. pair. Trade supplied.-Arrowsmith Bros, Llandudno. [I

VALVE HO a DERE, Is. dozen, post free.-Bowdery. 2,

Bassett Road, North -ad, S.E.15.

[2 e

12/6 CRYSTAL SET 1.VALVE AMPLIFIERSI
[11 r

-Pledge Bros., 211. Woodstock Road, Oxford.

POLES rORWIRELESS. so ft. long in sections fitted

with iron pockets, price Ss each. Prompt delivery. Cash with
[11 r
order.-Ilvtleld. Bridge, Foot, WarringtonDO WIRELESS TRADERS realise that It p -aye to
distribute their stock orders among those few factors who
specia11-e in the different meta rather than waste, time and
money running round town for a pennyworth here and thereI
We keep our customers because we treat them fairly, and when
they want Component Parts they come to us.-The biewtonia
Wireless Factory, 13/15. Whitcomb Street. W.C.2. Excess cash
with all Mail Orders returned with goods.
YES I YOU HAVE NO OUTSIDE AERIAL?
Then increase your signals 60-100 per cent. by fitting our
guaranteed amplifier to your weak crystal set. Am, litter and
instructions le. Set.. post free. Stall business only. - W.
Matthews, 42, R9sedale Terrace, Sandyford, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
[3 e

DETECTORS, ball joints, cups. vanes, earth clips. ter-

minala press parts, capstan work,-Hayes Manufacturing, Lt,
Summer Row Birmingham.
[5 s
100 MEMO..,, PO.TOARDS, BULLHEADS, from
as. ed. Business cards, from Is. Larger quantities at equally

low rates. Samples free -Sargent & Co., 48. Stanmore Road;
Belvedere. Kent.
3 -VALVE RECEIVER, plug in coils, tuned anode,
variable reaction. Receiver only. 46. Complete, 1112,-Hulme,
Clarkson Street. Sheffield.

1.1 a

PARTNER WANTED-Wireless and Electrical

Coil Holders
2/6
3/6
8/8

Potentiometer.
ohms Ex-flovt.

postage, Se. 6d., or particulars Ledsham & Co., 297, sling Street,
Hammersmith London.
Id I
PATENTS and Trade Marks obtained.-H. T. P. Gee, Paean
Agent, Slumber 11.S.G.B.. 61/52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C..f
Phone Holborn 1506.

P.d.

lid.

Jack's a Plugs
2/ - Ashley fixed
moving
Jacks. 1/- Plugs, 1/3

Valves.

.

..

CARRIAGE PAID

4/ -

Screwed 8 nuts Pd.
Ebonite
10d.

Toler type

Orders 516 Value

Spacers, 8d. &
Ebonite knobs

Valve Holders

L.F. Transformers

Midget

9d.

Lead -in Tubes
4' and o'
9d.

Plain legs

...
...
...

6/6

Trumbull on pore.
D.C.O. 4/8 B.C.O. 3/D.P.S.T.
.. 3/3
S.P.S.T.
...1/10
Ebonite B.C.O. 1/6
Tumbler 11 1/3

10' 1/6.

Phone Gerrard 9153

...BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO WIRELESS-

4v -boa
4v -80a

818

Switches

type A

xv-doa

4,6
6/-

10d

Moulded type

Twice the efficiency. No capacity effects.
finish, Black. Thickness, trth inch. Panels, 6 x
;

12'x 9'x r

Coil Plugs

Post 6d. extra.

valve amplifier, unassembled, comprising mahogany
cabinet, drilled ebonite panel, L.F. 5-t transformer,
all terminals, rheostat, wiring diagram, everything
Complete parts for crystal
complete, 22/6, post 1
eariometer receiver, including slope front cabinet,
drilled ebonite panel, wiring diagram, everything
complete, 12/6, post 11- Particulars and general list
post free. Kenite for Radio panels half the price of
7 X 3,

9'X6'xr

6' x 6' X r

ALLBRITISH

ebonite.

edges
9' x x 3/16' 1,10
2/2
12' x 9' X 3/16'
8/9

650

450

ohms Radio Inst.
Ohmg
25/.
...
21/.
Pote ntiometers Silvertown
21/- & 20/Rhe ostat Type lgranio
Burndept 25/- & 271-

"KENITE" highest insulating panels, freedom from leak.
; 9 in. x 6 in. x 3/16 itt la. 64
age. 11 in.
0 in. x 3/16 in., no
Foot free. Trade quoted.-Croxsonla Co., 10, South Street,
E.C.2
AM. PLITONE CRYSTAL (permanently energised).
battery required, guaranteed 100 per sent. greater volume
sound than other crystals. l'rioe, including catwhlisker so

Old

Established West End. Big Good Stock. Excellent opportunity
for energetic man. Capital, 4800 to 41,000.-Apply Box 99, c/o
"Amateur Wireless"
3 W. RELESS SETS, single reflex, 70s. 2 -valve, [745-s
a -valve 67. Loud Speaker, 305. Condenser, 45.-51, Grove Road,

Hounslow.

[6 r

FOR SECURING YOUR AERIALS
And a thousand purposes wl-ere great strength and strain is needed

FLEXIBLE STEEL W IRE ROPE
Made

to

Govt.

specification

s

/I

to

l0

specified b caking
I'
strains.
orders of /0/. ,,,,d,,,, ray, fd., rtizel 7e ire

No. Dia.

Breaking

PRICES
BELOW
COST

Price

strain. per too ft. No. Dia,

Price

strain. pr.ICO ft.
4/.
5
} in. 70 cwt.
5 cwt.
14/61.
6 A in. 8o cwt.
zo cwt.
I ;42 in.
15/3
* in. 20 Cwt.
8/.
7 a in. /00 cwt. 20/5r A in, 25 cwt. 10 8 i in. 120 024.
21/12/45 cwt.
9 if in. Igo Cwt, 2216
53 in in.
STRAINERS for use with above, right and left hand ti.reads.
9d. each, or 8/6 per dozen.
0

g in.

SMITH & ELLIS (Dept. 66)41, LITTLE BRITAIN,
ALLERSGATE STREET. E.C.1.
ffi

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,
EASINGHALL ST., LONDON, E.C.2
TELEPHONE

LONDON WALL 2292

VALVES REPAIRED
616.

Post free.

PHONES SE(....19/a,hm.,
:`zn
GUARANTEED 12/147

TELEPHONES RE -WOUND
to 4.000 ohms. Guaranteed. All makes 5/., except Brown " A" ei

and Sullivan, Wax filled, 7/. per pair. Ex -arm, converted to high
resistance, 2 6 each earpiece. Re -magnetising 96. per earpiece.
JOHN W. MILLER, 70-71, FARRINCDON STREET, E.C.4

'Phone CENTRAL ros,

A BOOK BARGAIN

Technical Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists

MADE ENQUIRIES TO:-

A Handbook by HAWICHEAD & DOWSETT. Full
descriptions of both old and new type apparatus. A
complete theoretical course. 314 pages ; 240 illustrations. znd Edition, 1918. Pub. 6/-. Army surplus.
Our offer (as new) 3/6 post free.
Mention offer roc

32, Queen Victoria St., LONDON. E.C.4

FOYLE'S, 121, Charing Cross Road, London

price.

Why use wood for your panels? KENITE

almost an cheap.

H. D. DOUGLAS & CO.
DELIVERIES FROM' STOCK.

/ o ,(1.S; Sack (Sec, ei-111,?

? Ne,c) o.a al' svkiects

MARCH 1, 1924

emateur Wireless

ill

159-225-227, BIS HOP SGA T E, LONDON, E.C.2.

BRITAIN'S LARGEST WIRELESS STORES
Everything from a Nut to a 10 -Valve Set at
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

Send Stamp for Latest List.

Telegrams

ELKAYWIRY
AVE LONDON Telephone

CFNTRAL 8544. RETAIL
(BISEIOPSGATE 2313, Wholesale

The NeurValve
withtheWonderful

Amplification

The THORPE K.1 VALVE

CONSUMPTION

0'42 amp. average

every type of receiving circuit, but more
especially to those employing dual amplification and super regeneration. The high efficiency of this Valve is due to the
is adaptable to

FT AMENT VOLTAGE

5V volts

employment of a special anode which forms a perfect electron
trap owing to the great surface area presented.

ANODE VOLTS

50-100

A new and original method of exhaustion has been adopted
which guarantees a very accurate degree of vacuum.
The Valve has been subjected to exhaustive tests, and has been
received with remarkable approbation everywhere.

BRITISH MAKE
THROUGHOUT
Every Valve

Stamped

PRICE

" B. B. C."
OBTAINABLE OF

ALL DEALERS
Or direct front tl,e Sole

Distributors for Great Britain and Ireland:

BOWER ELECTRIC, Ltd.

15 Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

-vv-

SENSATIONAL

OFFER !

!

FIXED

Every phone sold under guarantee
THE

CONDENSERS
PRICES

" WALMAR " PHONE

Capacities

is unsurpassed for clarity of
tone and strength of volume
5,000 sold

on

repeat

ordars

Iasi

to

0001

0' mfd.

1/6 each

month

Between 002 and

The celebrated Dr. Nesper Adjustable
Headphone, 4,000 ohms, 15 9 post free

'003 1/9 each

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
The Wireless Distributing Co. Ltd.
Walmar House, Regent Street, W.1
ABSOLUTELY "THE VERY BEST
VALUE ON THE MARKET

The EAGLE Engineering Co., Ltd.
London Showrooms :

8, Great Russell St., W.C. 1.

Head Office & Wailes : Eagle Works, Warwick.

Ontattur W3

MARCH 1, 1924
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The WIDTH OF COILS
and the part it

OVERLAP

The Explanation of an Unstable Set.

plays.

One of the troubles met with in reaction circuits is that
reaction ,is. not even and gradual. For instance, as the
coupling is increased the set will suddenly burst into
violent oscillation, and as the coupling is decreased the
oscillation will continue beyond the point at which it
started. This condition is known as "OVERLAP," and

One advantage of using LISSENAGON (prov. pat.) coils is that while they give sharper and stronger tuning, they
are freely interchangeable with any existing standard coils. With other makes of coils It is Impossible to make

IS A VERY BAD FAUI.T WITH A REACTION

them standard width without getting an undesirable capacity effect in the windings, and as coil holders are all
made for standard honeycomb coils the use of coils of less than standard width fitted into standard coil holders
will leave a gap between the coils equivalent to the extent to which they are less than standard width, and so
make it impossible to obtain a close maximum coupling whenever this may be necessary. In gereral practice it
is better to keep coils as far .apart as possible. ,Not .many coils will permit of this, but LISSENAGON cells can
be kept at comparatively a great distance apart and yet they will oscillate ex ily.
In anode circuits, however, when crystal rectification is used for instance, it is
often desirable to obtain' a close coupling owing to the damping effect in the
circuit consequent upon the use of a crystal a4 the detector:- The very strong
maximum coupling possible when LISSENAGON obits are used is due to the
fact that there are no damping losses to be overcome in the coils themselves.

COUPLING; as in practice it means that the oscillation
point can never be reached

'without the setbecoming cm' siable..11igtONSTNNTS of

L1SSEIFIIVE-"'
REACTANCE (prov. pat.)are
so arranged that there is a per-

fect reaction - coupling over
the whole range covered.'
1 here is no re-radiation,citber.

There is no " OVERLAP "

Note the Intermediate Coils: 30, 40 and 60.

LISSENAGON TONING CHART.

(providing the correct values
of

TABLE II.
TABLE I.
Wavelength range when used as Primary Wavelength mtg.) when used as Secordary
Coilstalth
.001 mid. condenser ii.
Coils with S andard P.M.G. Aerial and

- parallel.
.00r mid condenser in parallel.
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum Maximum
Wavelength Wavelength Wavelength -Wavelength

No. of coil-

185'

25
35

40
50
60
75

285'

360
480
500
600

Io0

60 SHARPLY AND STRONGLY
BECAUSE THEY TUNE WITH-

'
-

'

2,300

x,885

3,200

2,300
2,500

3,800
4,600

100

-

130
rho
200
250
295-.

tages in using the LISSEN
REGENERATIVE-REACTANCE-it takes the place
of plug-in coils- If_plug-in

PRICE

coils

4 10

425

4/10

635
800
900
-- z,xeci

54

490

925

'3,000

6/9
7/7
8/5

1,400

3,600
4,300

9,2

it will only be possible to

use one stage of radio frequency

incorrectly or through
carelessness or cheapness have as
signed

many as 6 bolts running through
toe laminations I Yet they arc
sold, because buyers take them,
never thinking. If ,you buy a
LISSEN

transformer you will

never get a bolt cunning through
the laminations. Beeauselaf Ito
skillfully- .balanced-, deign, the'
LISSEN T3 transformer actually,
compares with many expensive
transformers-it is one of the best

e-AND IT HAS NO, BOLT
light transformers
.
RUNNING THROUGH THE LAMINATIONS

sfs

8,(9

controlled, each stage adding immensely to the sensitivity
and range of a receiver. Selectivity is also greatly increased
when- the LISSEN REGENERATIVE -REACTANCE is
used-nearby broadcasting stations can be tuned out and

No difficulty will be experienced in cutting out
any nearby broadcasting
Station. Most morse in-

the others brought in with full built up strength. Much

American telephortylas been successfully received on two valve sets. Then, again, a set of plug-in coils to cover the

terference will also be
successfully eliminated.
There . is, however, a
certain type of morse

same wide range would cost 'more than the LISSEN
REGENERATIVE-REACTANCE-no coil holder to buy
with the latter, either. This LESSEN part is provided
complete with internally connected switch already
mounted-no soldering-no complications-blue print

iitterierence which calls
for greater - skill. .Even
where this interference

cannot be entirely got

with each shows easy connections-LISSEN ONE HOLE
FIXING, OF COURSE.

who are not sufficiently

(Tune always with a vernier-preferably the LISSEN

skilled if can be subdued
to

the extent 'that its

VERNIER, specially designed for fine tuning in H.F.
circuits, price
.
12 6

.

troublesome features do not spoil the reception
of broadcasting programmes. Tice LISSEN-

.

CEPTOR (prov. pat.) is a useful thing to add to any
receiver. It needs a separate condenser A.° --tane it.

IR

PULL & PUSH-

for

LISSENSTAT

changing over-they are self
cleaning-there are no neater

kfr

THE LISSENSTAT (prov. pat.)-this is the super (lament
control, ideal for dull emmitter and all

or handier switches. They
have many -uses. LISSEN
ONE HOLE FIXING, OF
COURSE. Take up hardly

'Z;111111111111111111111110111111111

valves

any room.
LISSEN Scries-ParalLISSEN 'two-way
Switch (prov.pat.) 2/VI let Switch (prov. pat.)

3/9

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7/6

LISSEPISTAT

CHOOSING A TUNER-If you do not wish to

usuplifg.in coils there h the LISSEN Tuner, with its simplicity of control, its switch complete, its sharp tuning on
all ranges, with full efficiency at every point-negligible
H.F. resistance, largest inductance for a given length of
wire-LISSEN multi-wound4-r5o to 4.,000 metres range
with a .0005 condenser (preferably use the. LISSEN Mica

has made radio
plification

emission to correspond exactly with the degreenecessary.'".
for perfect detection. There are three types of LISSEN- :
STAT control

and you hear these little
switches " make " with a
reassuring -click. The contacts do not short when

there is no need

frequency

spot which will give the best results. LISSENSTAT
control makes it possible to regulate critical -electron

YOU JUST GENTLY
is

vcr

LISSEN
Radio Frequency
amplification in
the sarnereceiver.
If ! out aim is
add
distance,
one stage
of
LISSEN REAGI.
TANCE (prov.
pat.). Its great
efficiency,- its
tuning,
rapid

1

600 metres combined,,15/6. (This mark 2 type has a
switch all mounted which makes tuning more flexible.)

Radio Frequency Amplification.

It is a tni,talre to assuir.-, that because aerial reaction
used in -a

THE LISSENSTAT as an aid to TUNING

In tuning, particularly in -.long distance work and. also
where extreme selectivity is desired, there is always one

type for broadcasting 7/6
, -.1 type for Coo metres 7/6
type for broadcasting and

LISSENCEPTOR Mark

22/12/6

150-4,000 metres

rid of, however, isy those

l'referably,it should be a really low -loss rondat4er, 4 w

is ro alternative to LISSEN

be-

LISSEN REGENERATIVE REACTANCE, however,
other stages of H.F. can be added as desired, and easily

such 'as the LISSEN Mica Variable Condenser 1f

AERIAL REACTION

amplification,

cause it is next to impossible
to control -.two stages of
'radio frequency amplification
With
with- plug-in- coils.

MAKES ELIMINATION EASY-

BOLTS THROUGH TRANSFORMER LAMINATIONS A good transformer never has a
bolt running through the laminations-some transformers, de-

of

REACTANCE) -to provide
reaction in the anode circuit,

54

5,550
2,150

are used (instead

I.ISSEN REGENERATIVE

4 10
410

500

z,roo

OUT ENERGY LOSS.

325

,

36o

1,700

82o
963"

150
200
250
300

LISSENAGON COILS TUNE

440
530
675
85o
950
2,3oo

235 _

.... 30

'

150

anode and filament are

used). There are other advan-

ammore

widely used than
prevfoasly." One

stage- LISSEN

Variable Condenser Mark a type 17/6

REACTANCE in
receiver
every
woultl give far
gAter range.
Complete with
switch already
no
mounted

LISSEN ONE HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE

22/6

CORRECT GRID POTENTIAL-

THE LISSENSTAT MINOR (prey. pat.)-There must be
many hundreds of thousands of inefficient rheostats in
use. This latest development of LISSENSTAT control
provides something of the beautiful Lissenstat control

at a popular price.

For dull emitter and all

valves (the Lissenstat is a still better control)
THE LISSENSTAT
UNIVERSAL (prov.

$L)-A minimum
resistance can be

.

3/6

LISSENSTAT
UNIVERSAL -

left in circuit to

protect expensive

complications -

10/6

dffil emmitter valves. Full resistance is 5o ohms
To those who make the mistake of thinking that LISSEN-

no soldering LISSEN - ONE

LISSIEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK (prov. pat.) besides
making a receiver sensitive,'especially in some circuits,

HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE. Print with each shows
s

easy connections.

19/6

1.50-doo metres

clarifies signals, and an interesting alternative use is

17/6

every receiver should be fitted
with one stage LISSEN REACTANCE-lower in cost
than a set of plug-in coils. SELF-TUNEDTo cover distance,

across the secondary of a itransformer when it will suppress any tendency for -the 'brAsfm-tner -to amplify -the
highei notes of the musical scale dispropottintrattly to
the lower notes. LISSEN ONE HOLE FIXING; OF

COURSE-l'OSITIVE STOI'S'130TH WAYS- q, in
the unique resistant element Cannot be duplicated

needs no condenser. Sometimes a vernier
is useful,

Leak, 20,000 to 250,000 Ohms

Printed and Published in England by

IR%

LISSEN Variable Anode Resistance, same outward
appearance as the LISSEN Variable Grid

however.

CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED,
AGENCY,

Limrricv,

2/6

Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4.
Saturday, March ist,

STAT control is the same thing,as an ordinary rheostat
-LET 'THEM TRY THE -DIFFERENCE.
Text Book of LISSEN PARTS-post free 8d. Free to
Ike trade. 70 THE TRADE-IT IS WORTH A GOOD
DEAL TO MOSE _TRADERS WHO ARE KNOWN

TO SPECIALISE IN LISSEN PARTS.

LISSEN LIMITED
16-20, WOODGER ROAD, GOLDHAWK ROAD,
SHEPHERDS S BUSH, LONDON, W.12.

BUILD-WITH THE AID OF THE BEST PARTS
Sole Agent for South Africa, Czarram. 'slaws

